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Disclaimer of warranties and limitation of liabilities
This document has been prepared by Best Paths project partners as an account of work carried out within
the framework of the EC-GA contract nº 612748.
Neither Project Coordinator, nor any signatory party of Best Paths Project Consortium Agreement, nor
any person acting on behalf of any of them:
1) makes any warranty or representation whatsoever, express or implied,
a) with respect to the use of any information, apparatus, method, process, or similar item disclosed
in this document, including merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose, or
b) that such use does not infringe on or interfere with privately owned rights, including any party's
intellectual property, or
c) that this document is suitable to any particular user's circumstance; or
2) assumes responsibility for any damages or other liability whatsoever (including any consequential
damages, even if Project Coordinator or any representative of a signatory party of the Best Paths
Project Consortium Agreement, has been advised of the possibility of such damages) resulting from
your selection or use of this document or any information, apparatus, method, process, or similar
item disclosed in this document.
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Executive Summary
This document delivers the main conclusions of the Best Paths DEMO #2 project dedicated to
multivendor interoperability for VSC-HVDC systems.

In the first part, it highlights the methodology and results from this four-year study which
involved various major HVDC manufacturers, TSOs and academia.
For the first time, realistic interoperability issues involving different VSC-HVDC manufacturers
were highlighted both in offline and real-time simulation (using real control cubicles). Based on
a wide variety of situations, it was estimated that about 15% of all situations and scenarios
result in some form of interoperability issue.
A unique Hardware In the Loop set-up was arranged, which connects real VSC control cubicles
from different suppliers to the same real-time simulation environment. This first-ever platform
made it possible to confirm the existence of interoperability issues, but also to fix them. An
alternative approach, based on a third-party Master Control (centralized supervision and
coordination of converters) was also tested and provided interesting results for some type of
issues.
Finally, a methodology was elaborated and successfully implemented in the project to fix
interoperability issues. The overall organization, which relies on a vendor-independent "grid
integrator", is described in this deliverable; it ensures that confidentiality was not compromised
for any supplier with regards to its competitors.

In the second part of the document, the main learnings and recommendations are provided in
order to maximize interoperability in future multi-vendor VSC-based projects, and complement
the interim ones provided in previous deliverable D4.3.
Among the learning detailed in this document, it appeared clearly that strict and detailed
specifications cannot prevent all interoperability issues from the start (though such
requirements are mandatory to maximize interoperability from the design stage).
Specifications were defined and implemented in two different stages in Best Paths DEMO #2,
which resulted in a rather limited amount of interoperability issues overall: this document
includes the latest functional specifications for a single converter which proved effective in
limiting the number of such problems.
Another key element which greatly improved interoperability is the vendor-independent Master
Control which was used to coordinate among the different converters. A major outcome of the
project is the definition of a signal list for information exchanged between a generic Master
Control and VSC converter stations. This signal list was refined with regards to the one
previously defined in deliverable D4.3, and was proposed to IEC 61850-90-14 as a test case
for standard VSC interface.
As previously mentioned, a "grid integrator" was required to address interoperability issues
with the support of one vendor at a time. This vendor-independent stakeholder is needed to
perform interoperability studies, decide on the most relevant supplier to adapt its converter to
the remaining of the HVDC system (which includes competitors' converters), and guide him
toward relevant adaptations without providing any sensitive information related to equipment
from other suppliers. This organization, which was tested and proved to be satisfactory in Best
Paths DEMO #2, is described as it is expected to be relevant for future multi-vendor HVDC
systems, but also most likely to address adverse interactions through the AC network between
converters from different suppliers.
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In addition to detailed vendor-specific models, the use of real-time HIL set-up was crucial to
fix interoperability issues in an effective manner, and a technical description of the Best Paths
DEMO#2 arrangement which connects VSC control cubicles from various competitors is
provided in this document. In addition to more "traditional usage" for control cubicles, Best
Paths DEMO #2 illustrated that this equipment is also a powerful tool for suppliers to finely
tune and adapt they converters to fit into an existing system, with the support of the grid
integrator.

Most of the results were presented during a public workshop in RTE's real-time lab on June 6th
2018; this event, which gathered a large audience of manufacturers and TSOs, as well as
academia, demonstrated the major results in three different live demos. Additionally, a
workshop was organised with CENELEC TC8X/WG 06 "System Aspects of HVDC Grids" on
November 6th, 2018 to share the results and learnings from Best Paths DEMO #2. In
connection to this, some aspects for which standards are needed to improve interoperability
are highlighted in this deliverable. Finally, it is expected that this document (in combination
with deliverable D4.3) includes various technical outcomes aiming at supporting stakeholders
interested in the implementation of future interoperable HVDC systems.
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Glossary
AC

Alternating Current

C&P

Control and Protection

DC

Direct Current

DCCB

DC Circuit Breaker

DCG

DC Grid

EMT

Electro-Magnetic Transient

FB (MMC)

Modular Multilevel Converter with power sub-modules in full bridge
configuration

HB (MMC)

Modular Multilevel Converter with power sub-modules in half bridge
configuration

HIL

Hardware-In-the-Loop

HV

High Voltage

HVDC

High Voltage Direct Current

IO

Input / Output

IOP

Interoperability

IP

Intellectual Property

LCC

Line-commutated Current Converter

MC

Master Control

MMC

Modular Multi-level Converter

MTDC

Multi-Terminal DC

OHL

Over-Head Line

PCC

Point of Common Coupling

POD

Power Oscillation Damping

PS

Protection System

PV

Power-Voltage droop (control mode for a converter)

PVdb

Power-Voltage droop with dead-band (control mode for a converter)

RT

Real Time

TFR

Transient Fault Recorder

TSO

Transmission System Operator

VSC

Voltage Source Converter
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1 An overview on DEMO#2 study regarding interoperability
This section summarizes overall activities and main results from European research and
development project Best Paths DEMO #2, dedicated to interoperability in multi-vendor HVDC
systems based on VSC technology. This innovative study lasted 4 years (from October 2014 to
September 2018) and gathered most representative stakeholders which took actively part at
different stages of the project:
 World-leading manufacturers for HVDC: ABB, GE and SIEMENS
 Major European TSOs: ELIA, REE and RTE (the latter being the project leader)
 Renown academics in HVDC technology: Ecole Centrale Lille and University of Strathclyde

1.1 Background
Multivendor interoperability is considered in HVDC-VSC technology with different horizons,
ranging from the simple extension of a point-to-point link with a third terminal (as envisioned
for real-world projects in Europe such as FAB [1], Caithness Moray HVDC Link (CMS) [2],
Ultranet or Cobra Cable), to large DC grids (DCG). Whatever the size or the structure of the
DC layout, a progressive erection is foreseen with different call for tenders, resulting most likely
in a multivendor solution regarding converter technology (this latter most certainly based on
VSC types of converters).

Figure 1: Left: 3-terminal VSC-HVDC project Nan’Ao; left: 5-terminal VSC-HVDC project
Zhoushan.
When the Best Paths DEMO#2 project was decided (beginning of 2014), no multi-terminal VSCbased DCG had been erected or operated and no practical experience was reported regarding
multivendor interoperability for VSC technology. Hence, no real-life situation nor direction was
available to guide investigations on interoperability at the beginning of the project. The simple
existence of potential interoperability issues was suspected for VSC technology (as adverse
interactions had been reported between converters with similar technologies: harmonic
interactions between VSC converters and offshore wind turbines in Borwin1 [3] and between
VSC station and AC network [4], severe low frequency grid-power oscillations leading to the
repeated shutdown of locomotives in traction power supply in Zurich area, etc.) but not proven.
Furthermore, interoperability issues had also been experienced on older LCC technology with
the experience of the UK-France Cross-Channel scheme for which converters were respectively
delivered by GEC and CGEE Alsthom on the UK and French sides.
Yet, two major projects were reported in China shortly after Best Paths DEMO#2 was signed
(Nan’ao [5] and Zhoushan) which demonstrated for the very first time operation on multiterminal VSC-based HVDC systems involving various converter suppliers in each of them
(Figure 1). From a broad perspective, it could be regarded as an industrial implementation and
demonstration of interoperability for VSC technology, and the relevance of Best Paths DEMO#2
could be questioned. Both Nan’Ao and Zhoushan are undoubtedly major breakthroughs in HVDC
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technology, but the context in which they were erected is very different from the competitive
one currently considered in Europe (or western countries). Indeed, while converter
manufacturers deliver the Control and Protection (C&P) associated to their converter in the
western market (that is: both the HV equipment and the logic which dictates its behaviour),
the Chinese projects were split so that various vendors delivered the HVDC valves (with its
associated valve-based control), but one single supplier was in charge of the overall C&P for
all involved converters. As of today, this market structure is rather unlikely for European
applications as most of the value and IP related to HVDC converters is put in the finely tuned
control algorithms owned by the suppliers.
Another important difference lies in the interest for DC system extension investigated on Best
Paths DEMO#2, as it related to actual concerns in the aforementioned European projects: while
Nan’Ao and Zhoushan are fully planned from the start and with no plan for future grid extension
which makes the Chinese approach very suitable for interoperability, one objective of Best
Paths DEMO#2 is to address interoperability also through grid extensions, as the supplier
awarded for the realization of new terminals is possibly different from the original ones. Hence,
preventing interoperability issues must be performed from the beginning through detailed
specifications as it is rather obvious that the new players will not have access to detailed
information on the competitors’ technology.
With these major difference in the context, it was therefore very clear that Best Paths DEMO#2
still remains of utmost relevance, and it can be claimed that both the Chinese and European
initiatives complement each other.
Finally, the main objectives of Best Paths DEMO#2 are the following:
 To assess to what extent it is possible to avoid interoperability issues from the specification stage for VSC
converters. The underlying idea is to consider a situation where a vendor is provided detailed converter
requirements to connect to another HVDC system including converters from a competitor, but without any
prior information on detailed implementation of the later (as it would be the case in a “standard” project).
 To assess the “level of interoperability” for on-the-shelf technology available from leading HVDC
manufacturers
 Expecting that some interoperability issues would occur, to find solutions to minimize their impact of fix
them
 Finally, to provide recommendations for various stakeholders in order to maximize interoperability in future
multivendor VSC systems.
The remaining of section 1 will summarize the main outcomes of Best Paths DEMO#2 regarding
the first three items, while the following sections aim at fulfilling the last one; in connection to
this point, Best Paths DEMO#2 already delivered interim recommendations [6] in the mid-term
of its investigations: these are still relevant and complementary to the current deliverable, and
references to this prior document will be mentioned when relevant. Furthermore, a joint
workshop with CENELEC TC8X/WG 06 was organized by Best Paths DEMO #2 to provide
feedback and recommendations based on practical experience developed in the project [7].

1.2 Methodology
As mentioned in the previous section, the investigations on interoperability in Best Paths
DEMO#2 started from the blank page, without any evidence from the start that interoperability
issues would be encountered. With this lack of background, several aspects had to be defined
from the start: the set of HVDC layouts to be considered, a clear definition of interoperability
issues, confidentiality requirements which ensure safe deployment of competitors’
technologies, and a methodology to assess and improve interoperability.

1.2.1 AC/DC situations and scenarios
In the absence of any evidence about the existence of interoperability issues nor the conditions
for their occurrence prior to the project, a wide exploration of various DC topologies and AC/DC
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conditions was performed. The selection of the DC topologies, depicted in Figure 2, was made
so as to ensure that whatever the final layout for future DCGs, it will be mostly built upon one
of the basic DC layouts considered in Best Paths DEMO#2 study. It is therefore assumed that
thorough investigations on the Best Paths DEMO#2 topologies will dramatically reduce the risk
of a new interoperability issues appearing in any new DCG structure. Similar to the great
majority of existing VSC schemes, those topologies are all based on symmetric monopole
configuration.

Figure 2: DC topologies investigated in DEMO #2 during the first stage.
Topologies T1 and T2 were extensively tested at all stages of the project using offline simulation
and real-time simulation as described in section 1.2.3, with different variations (for example in
T2, converter V3 could be tapping via some DC conductor in the middle of the point-to-point
link represented by V1 and V2, or be directly connected to the same DC busbar than V2).
Topologies T4 and T5 were considered for offline simulation exclusively. Finally, a 6 th topology
was also investigated which consisted in two parallel point-to-point links which converter
terminals were in close vicinity through the AC network; however, the results related to this
latter topology are not further developed in this document as adverse interactions are not
resulting from DC-side interoperability issues, contrary to the other topologies.
Different parameters were systematically varied for each topology, resulting in several
hundreds of situations:







DC grid topologies (T1 – T5)
Position for each vendor’s converter model in the topology
Type of AC networks: strong (15 GVA), medium-low (5 GVA), islanded (offshore wind power plant)
Coupling / decoupling of AC points of common coupling
DC conductor: 40 km OHL or 300 km cables
Control mode for each converter:
o
o
o
o
o

Active power (Pac)
DC voltage (Vdc)
Power-voltage without dead-band (PV), or with dead-band (PVdb)
Frequency-voltage (f-Uac) for offshore wind farm connections
Reactive power (Qac)
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o AC voltage (Uac)

Furthermore, different scenarios were identified for each of those situations:











AC voltage dips (at the receiving or sending end)
AC voltage increase (at the receiving or sending end)
Change in active power reference (with various ramps)
Variation of wind power injection
Assessment of dynamic capability of converters
AC Low voltage ride-through (1-phase, 3-phase) at the receiving and sending ends
Start-up and shutdown sequences
Power-voltage droop control (with or without deadband) with various droop slopes
DC voltage faults (pole-to-ground, pole-to-pole)
Converter abrupt disconnection

The cross-combination of a situation with a scenario defines a specific simulation, when
relevant. Starting with the most significant and realistic ones from a TSO standpoint, a large
number of them were performed either using offline simulation (with vendor-specific EMT
models), real-time simulation (with hardware control replica provided by manufacturers in
order to assess interoperability) or both.

1.2.2 Detection of interoperability issues
Interoperability issues were formally defined in [6]. Broadly speaking, they are detected as the
degradation of the performance of a multivendor system with respect to the equivalent system
where all converters are provided by a single manufacturer at a time.
As an illustration, assuming a point-to-point topology with vendors A and B and a scenario
consisting in an active power ramp from 0 to 1000MW, this simulation is performed with two
converters from vendor A only, which should result in expected DC voltage variations as
illustrated in Figure 3:

Figure 3: Example of reference DC voltage during a step in active power on a point-to-point
link (single-vendor).
As the result observed with vendor A only is consistent with the specifications and expected
behaviour, those results are considered as the reference ones for vendor A (illustrated here for
DC voltage only). The same simulation is performed after replacing converters from vendor A
by those from vendor B; if the same results are observed with vendor B (which therefore also
complies with the expected behaviour), they serve as reference for vendor B as well. At this
stage, both A and B are relevant to perform interoperability tests on that specific scenario (A
at one end and B at the other one, or vice-versa). If a degradation of the overall performance
is observed (which, most likely, violates the requirements imposed individually on each
converter), as illustrated on Figure 4, then this is considered as an interoperability issue; it
should be highlighted that the result may differ if the position of A and B changes.
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Figure 4: Oscillations observed on the DC voltage during a step in active power on a point-topoint link (multivendor configuration), illustrating some interoperability issue.
Once an interoperability issue is detected, parametric studies are performed to identify the
range of conditions which result in the same phenomenon. For example, looking at active power
at the point of common coupling for different ramps, it can be observed that this interoperability
issue occurs for active power variations of 100 MW/s or higher (Figure 5).

Figure 5: Active power observed during parametric studies to identify the conditions for a
specific interoperability issue.
This type of study proved most useful to better understand the core reason of each
interoperability issue.

1.2.3 Overall methodology
The overall study decompose in two rather similar stages, with a specific type of simulation for
each one (Figure 6).
The first stage is based on offline EMT simulation (performed with EMTP-RV). All partners were
actively contributing to it (ABB, GE and SIEMENS representing vendors; ELIA, REE and RTE
representing TSOs; and Ecole Centrale Lille and University of Strathclyde representing
academia). This stage starts with the definition of detailed specifications for a single HVDC
converter; then, the common specifications were implemented by each manufacturer (ABB, GE
and Siemens) in order to provide a detailed and vendor-specific converter model in EMTP-RV;
the three models were individually tested to ensure that each one complies with the original
specifications before using it for interoperability studies. After this, several hundreds of
simulations were performed using a combination of converter models on a variety of situations
and scenarios among those described in section 1.2.1 and detect potential interoperability
issues according to section 1.2.2. Once interoperability issues were detected, some attempts
were performed to fix them as described in section 1.3. Finally, some interim recommendations
were provided based on this experience [6].
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The second stage took place after the completion of the first one in a rather similar approach,
with a slightly different list of partners contributing (ABB as the only vendor; ELIA, REE and
RTE representing TSOs; and Ecole Centrale Lille and University of Strathclyde representing
academia). The main difference with the previous stage comes from the type of simulation and
equipment used: real-time simulation with Hypersim was performed thanks to real hardware
control cubicles from two different suppliers (ABB replicas were connected to other industrial
control cubicles from another supplier and project). The first task was to deliver new
specifications, improved so as to take into account previous learnings from the first stage and
implement some of the interim recommendations related to specifications). ABB implemented
the corresponding converter requirements in a dedicated series of control cubicles, similar to
the ones in a real project. The RT model of the converter station was jointly implemented by
RTE and ABB in Hypersim, and the behaviour and performance of the C&P (hosted in the control
cubicles) and the RT Hypersim converter models was assessed through a series of validation
tests to guarantee that the initial requirements were met. As the other industrial control
cubicles relate to a point-to-point link (hence, they correspond to two converter stations),
interoperability tests were mostly performed on topologies derived from T1 and T2.
Another difference with the first stage comes from the addition of control logic and detection
algorithms for the operation of hybrid DCCBs in a dedicated control cubicle by ABB; similar to
the converter station, the hardware equipment was modelled and validated in Hypersim, before
proceeding to actual protection tests in a multivendor environment.

Figure 6: Overall organization in Best Paths DEMO#2.
Finally, the main results and learnings from this four-year project are gathered in this
document.

1.2.4 Practical implementation
As most details regarding the practical implementation can be found in former deliverables
provided by Best Paths DEMO#2 [8][9], the following will briefly highlight some key aspects.
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1.2.4.1

Standard interface and coordination through a centralized Master Control (MC)

A standard interface was defined to send orders and received status information or
measurements to/from each converter, both for offline EMT and RT simulation. This standard
interface gathers more than 100 different signals, with their expected range and accuracy, and
was proposed to IEC 61850-90-14 as a test case for standard VSC interface; an updated version
in provided in Appendix B (section 6).
Thanks to this common interface for all converters, centralized coordination among them was
provided through an independent MC, which role is to define proper control modes for each
converters and send them appropriate setpoints; as a result, it receives various measurements
from the converters, as well as status information. Referring to [12], the MC hosts both the
“global DC grid controls” and the “AC/DC grid controls” from Figure 7.

Figure 7: Controls hosted in the MC (orange box) in the hierarchy of controls, after [12].
1.2.4.2

Organization of interoperability simulations

Thanks to the common VSC converter interface defined in Best Paths DEMO#2, it was rather
straightforward to replace a vendor’s converter model by another in EMT simulations.
Furthermore, this greatly facilitated parametric studies which could be smoothly performed
with Parametric Studio and EMTP-RV by selecting the relevant converter model from a single
EMTP-RV design, such as the one depicted in Figure 8 for Topology T1.
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Figure 8: EMTP-RV design for parametric studies with 3 vendors’ converter models in
topology T1.
The Hardware-In-the-Loop (HIL) setup (depicted in Figure 9) could not provide as much
flexibility due to the type of simulation and the fact that the industrial cubicles used with the
ones provided by ABB were not designed for Best Paths DEMO#2 studies but for a real-world
HVDC link, hence some adaptations were needed. Yet, parametric studies were performed
thanks to Hypersim and the TestView software.

Figure 9: Left: ABB converter cubicles hosting the C&P for a single converter and DC
protection based on DCCBs. Right: HIL setup with three series of control cubicles (illustrated
on topology T2).
1.2.4.3

Confidentiality and IP concerns

The participation of major manufacturers which are also competitors in the HVDC business was
a key element to ensure most realistic and representative results. The downside of this
requirement was related to confidentiality and Intellectual Property which had to be carefully
protected throughout the whole project.
The basic principle is the following: any specific model or replica related to a vendor’s
technology could not be accessible to other vendors. That means that only vendor-independent
partners (TSOs and academics) were allowed to have access to this material, to perform
simulations with it, and to analyse the results. Communication on results was possible after
the approval of the involved vendors. Those principles and procedures were clearly defined in
advance and agreed among the partners, and Non-Disclosure Agreements were signed by
them. More specifically for RT simulations during stage 2, all real-time simulations were
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performed by RTE exclusively and the control cubicles were physically located in separate
rooms so that ABB had no access to the replica of the competitor.

1.3 Main results
In this section, the main results observed throughout Best Paths DEMO#2 are summarized.
More details regarding the general learnings (especially towards interoperability) are provided
in section 2.

1.3.1 First connection of control cubicles from different vendors in the same RT setup
Implementing the RT setup depicted in Figure 9 requires different steps, all of which are rather
complex and cumbersome [10]:
 To implement a converter model specific to the ABB topology which complies with the RT requirements
(time step: 30µs) in Hypersim
 To develop a dedicated interface for communication between the ABB control cubicles (Mach 3) and
Hypersim
 To validate the proper operation of the ABB control cubicles with the Hypersim model through the newly
developed interface
 To connect all cubicle IOs (ABB and the other supplier) to the same Hypersim platform and to merge the
corresponding RT models (and the RT models for the DC conductors and AC networks)
 To validate the overall behaviour through different functional tests
For the first time ever, the connection and proper operation of VSC converter replicas from
different VSC suppliers was performed on the same RT setup and delivered satisfactory results.
As an illustration, the following figures illustrate an example successful simulation in a pointto-point monopole configuration with a fast power flow reversal (from +1000MW to -1000MW).

Figure 10: Example real-time simulation performed in a multivendor context (ABB on the left,
industrial HVDC cubicle on the left): fast power flow reversal.

1.3.2 Assessment of interoperability
The first major result is that, for the first time, interoperability issues were witnessed in
multivendor context for VSC technology. The example oscillations in Figure 4 and Figure 5 are
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illustrative of such phenomenon. Furthermore, the existence of interoperability issues was
witnessed with vendor-specific EMT models [11], but also confirmed with RT simulation using
real control cubicles [10].
The second result is related to the share of interoperability issues. In this perspective, the study
with offline simulation in the first stage of the project is the most relevant as it was performed
with three different manufacturers and on a larger variety of AC/DC configurations and
conditions. With about 1100 simulations analysed on more than 400 situations among the most
realistic ones, 15% of them represented interoperability issues.

1.3.3 Various types of interoperability issues
The different interoperability issues witnessed were categorized in the following types:







Oscillatory behaviour
Differences in converter ratings
Difference in converter dynamics
Abnormal converter blocking
Abnormal converter tripping
Abnormal protection actions

Figure 11: Illustration of different types of interoperability issues. Top left: oscillatory
behaviour (DC voltage); top right: difference in converter ratings (DC voltage); bottom left:
difference in converter dynamics (DC voltage); bottom right: abnormal converter blocking
(loss of active power transmission)
Some illustrations for the above-mentioned types are provided in Figure 11. Finally, it should
be highlighted that the severity of interoperability issues on the overall AC/DC system can
significantly differ for various interoperability issues.

1.3.4 Preventing, limiting and fixing interoperability issues
As exposed in section 1.1, prevention for interoperability issues was performed in compliance
with the usual competitive context in a stepwise multiterminal grid extension situation (that is:
assuming the existence of a “small” DC system to which a new terminal is planned). In such
conditions, the grid extension shall be awarded to a HVDC supplier, but there is no reason that
it would be the same as for the other terminals. With no access to competitors’ detailed
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technology or models, the only way to maximize interoperability is through specifications.
Therefore, emphasis was put on the provision of very detailed requirements common to the
suppliers, including the quantifiable performance indications for each converter control mode
(expected dynamic response to setpoints). Those requirements were carefully verified after the
delivery of converter models and control cubicles. In spite of this strict procedure, a substantial
number of issues were witnessed. From this experience, it is believed that interoperability
issues cannot be fully prevented by strict requirements (nor by standards) at this stage;
however, very detailed specifications, strict performance validation and (most probably) future
DC-side standards greatly contribute to maximize interoperability without enabling fully
“plug’n’play” technology.
Three different attempts were performed to solve interoperability issues, with various results:

1.3.5 Collaborative approach between involved manufacturers
Before the first interoperability issue was witnessed, a procedure had been agreed among all
partners (including the vendors) to try to fix potential problems thanks to gradual and mutual
information disclosure (measurements at the converters AC and DC points of common coupling,
for instance), as this information was available to vendor-independent partners only. As similar
information had to be communicated simultaneously to all vendors, the prior consent of all
involved vendors was required before any disclosure.
Unfortunately, it turned out that no interoperability issue could be managed this way, as at no
point in time gradual information disclosure was unanimously approved by the vendors,
whatever the interoperability issue and involved suppliers. From this experience, it is believed
that collaborative approach, even if defined and agreed in advance, is rather unlikely unless
there is a clear incentive for the vendors.

1.3.6 Making use of vendor-independent controllers
Due to the failure of the collaborative approach, the opposite direction was also experienced
and an attempt was made to fix some interoperability issues without any help from the
suppliers. With this perspective, the vendor-independent MC was enhanced so to dynamically
adapt setpoints and act as a DC Power Oscillation Damping (DC-POD) control [13]. The result
on an example interoperability issue (oscillatory behaviour with rather low-frequency
oscillations) is illustrated in Figure 12.
This technique proved to be effective in damping adverse interactions between converters
without changing their C&P or design, but this is only relevant for low-frequency phenomena
(as the MC is not meant to operate fast). Furthermore, the core issue remains present in the
converters C&P and can appear at any time if this stopgap measure is deactivated in the MC.
To some extent, it can be regarded as a temporary solution to limit the impact of some
interoperability issues before they are actually fixed, thus allowing to save some time on
operation. Additional information can be found in [14].
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Figure 12: DC voltage oscillations resulting from some interoperability issue without (purple
and green) and with (red and blue) DC-POD in vendor-independent MC.

1.3.7 Involving one supplier at a time
A third attempt was performed with the following approach: one single supplier (for instance,
the last-arrived in a multivendor system) should adapt its converter to the existing HVDC
system. This was tested in the second stage of the project, as ABB was the only participating
vendor to deliver and adapt its converter control cubicles in the project.

Figure 13: Example interoperability issue related to DC voltage oscillations witnessed with
control cubicles (left) and their suppression after ABB adapted controls in their replica (right).
Once an interoperability issue was detected, the manufacturer started to adapt the controls in
his development software according expert suggestions from a vendor-independent partner
(RTE was the only partner to perform real-time simulation and to have access to all
measurements during stage 2). Several trial-and-error attempts were needed to find a relevant
solution, but a major benefit with control cubicles is that results are immediately visible in the
simulator and Transient Fault Recorder (TFR). Once a satisfactory tuning is found, additional
tests were performed to validate the solution and make sure it does not result in adverse
interactions for other situations.
This technique, which requires control cubicles for more realistic results, proved to be the most
satisfactory one as all interoperability issues witnessed in stage 2 were fixed this way. It
requires a specific organization with a vendor-independent “integrator” in order to prevent any
confidentiality breach among competitors, as will be detailed in section 2.
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1.3.8 Operation of DCCB in a multivendor environment
The RT setup made it possible to experiment multivendor interoperability through DC protection
devices, as ABB delivered a dedicated cubicle hosting protection algorithms and controls for 12
Hybrid DCCBs and 6 DC voltage balancing choppers. This protection equipment was tested on
three-terminal layout combining various types of DC conductors (see Figure 14).

Figure 14: Three-terminal HVDC setup used for RT tests with DCCBs.
The protection algorithm relies on traveling wave protection and traveling wave differential
protection as main and backup protection algorithms. Various DCCB controls were tested and
successfully validated with the ABB cubicles controlling one terminal and generic RT converter
models controlling the two remaining ones (Figure 15):
 Soft start
 Current limiting
 Switch on to fault protection

Figure 15: Illustration of DC fault blocking with hybrid DCCBs.
Following this successful validation, attempts were made to replace the two generic converter
models by the industrial control cubicles used for interoperability tests. These did not succeed
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as adaptation of the industrial control cubicles C&P was needed to ensure proper performance
of the DC protection system provided by ABB (and the relevant vendor was not involved). More
detail on the set-up can be found in [16].
This tends to prove that, contrary to interoperability concerns related to multivendor HVDC
converters where solutions could be found by having one single supplier adapting its solution
to the existing system, DC protection requires actual adaptation and collaboration among all
involved industrials (both solution provider for the DC protection system and HVDC converters).
Based on the experience reported in section 1.3.4, it is quite likely that satisfactory DC
protection in a multivendor environment will be most difficult to reach.
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2 Main learnings and recommendations regarding interoperability
Based on the experience gain by DEMO#2 partners during this project, the following statements
can be derived and the following recommendations can be drawn for improving multivendor
interoperability in future HVDC grids.

2.1 HVDC Multivendor system is feasible
During both stages, it has been observed that multivendor HVDC systems can operate in stable
and continuous way and transmitting the desired power either in point to point or DC grid
topologies. No clear conclusion can be drawn regarding multivendor compatibility, since it was
observed from many situations that whatever the vendor combination, there are some cases
where the HVDC grid operates in a smooth manner and some others where non-desired
phenomena occur. During the first stage of the project with three vendors involved, it has been
observed that 85% of the performed simulations were not showing any interoperability issues
before starting fixing issue. Moreover, for some specific cases, it has been observed that adding
a new vendor would improve the power quality.

2.2 Conditions of interoperability issue occurrence are difficult to guess
It is not possible to draw general conclusions on the conditions resulting in interoperability
issues. They might occur for any AC and DC network configuration, and if a system is stable in
some network configuration, it would not be necessary interoperable in different ones. The
control mode is a very important aspect, as for a specific combination of vendors, some control
modes may lead to normal operation while some other control combinations, which result in
the same desired power transfer, may cause interoperability issues. Therefore, it should be
highlighted that interoperability studies are specific for each DC system configurations and
combination of vendors' converters.
In addition, all types of event can lead to interoperability issues: for instance some problems
where revealed for simple changes of active power reference (with a very reasonable ramp)
while some others where observed only during faults. However, there are more chance to
observe interoperability issues when the system is stressed (AC contingency, fast ramps).

2.3 Interoperability cannot be guaranteed by design
In both EMT and RT stages, detailed functional specifications were provided for each single
converter including the expected AC and DC behaviour, the different control modes, their
performances and the list of signals to be exchanged. Due to different implementations by
manufacturers, some interoperability problems can occur as was witnessed in the project. In
fact, even if these accurate requirements were fulfilled with vendor-specific solutions, some
very minor behaviour differences were witnessed, which were observable when comparing the
results of individual single vendor simulations.
However, even if detailed functional specifications cannot guaranty full interoperability, it
clearly appeared that they greatly contributed to maximizing interoperability.

2.4 Interactions studies are mandatory in multi-vendor VSC systems
As a consequence of the previous learning, it would be irrelevant from a TSO to require a
"plug'n'play" VSC converter to be readily connected an existing HVDC scheme from a different
supplier based on detailed specifications only; and likewise, a manufacturer promise to provide
such a " plug'n'play" system is very difficult as of today.
To achieve a truly interoperable multivendor system, interaction studies are absolutely
mandatory to assess its level of interoperability and enhance it. This is not really new with
regards to current HVDC point to point links, where manufacturer before delivering an HVDC
system, intensively study the HVDC link behaviour, by performing a lot of simulations with the
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full HVDC system during the design stage and later during the control cubicles development
stage.

2.5 EMT or HIL studies?
In real HVDC projects, EMT offline studies constitute the first step, to perform control tuning
and preliminary studies of the upcoming project. After such preliminary study, the second step
involves HIL studies.
Compared to HIL simulation, offline studies are very convenient: easier to use, cheaper, and
flexible, and for some specific studies they can be more accurate. They can be run on a basic
personal computers, with multiple simulations performed in parallel thanks to multi-processing
and multi-threading techniques. EMT models can be updated rather easily (for instance, the
interface between controls and HV equipment). Eventually, the HV equipment models can be
more accurate than RT ones as they are not subject to real-time constraints: EMT model can
be more detailed, iterations are possible without the risk of overrun, and very small time steps
can be used.
HIL studies are very useful to get a very high level of confidence as the behaviour of HVDC
systems highly depends on it associated C&P; therefore, using the exact copy of the C&P
provides better confidence in the results for the involved stakeholders. However, HIL set-up
need specific equipment and cannot be used in parallel; they require the presence of a
specifically trained engineers to be operated. First, since there is no simplifications in the C&P,
the results obtained with the HIL set-up can be used to validate the offline EMT results such as
the control tuning. Second, the full process within the C&P cubicles (i.e. acquisition, processing
time, HMI etc.) can be validated as well. Third, the system can be debugged online: some
internal variables can be directly observed and modified while the system is running and see
the effects in live. Finally, one vendor can observe internal variables and make some
adaptations of its C&P without having access to the other vendor system: in addition to using
replicas for "classical" stability studies before and during converter operation, Best Paths
proved that such equipment is also a most useful tool for a supplier to adapt to another existing
HVDC system.
During the life time of the project, offline models are difficult to maintain (software updates or
onsite firmware updates) since it would require available engineers from the manufacturer
throughout the whole project lifetime, as model updates would be needed following onsite
changes or software updates. On the opposite side, the same firmware as onsite can be
downloaded and installed directly on C&P control replicas. In addition, this procedure greatly
reduces the risk for human errors.
Another aspect which is very interesting with HIL set up is the possibility to test the firmware
update before implementing onsite. This feature, is very interesting for multivendor systems
which will be built-up step by step, with some delays between the original stage (first vendor)
and the system extension (second vendor and following ones).
In conclusion, offline EMT and HIL studies are complementary, both are necessary. Offline are
considered in a first stage; then HIL will confirm and finalize studies before onsite
implementation and also later for the post fault analysis and maintenance. In addition, Best
Paths DEMO #2 illustrated that control cubicles are also a powerful tool for a supplier to finely
tune and adapt its converter to fit into an existing system, with the support of the grid
integrator (section 2.7).

2.6 Detailed vendor-specific models needed to perform interoperability studies
EMT type studies are mandatory due to the fast dynamics of HVDC controllers as it is currently
done for HVDC insertion and operation studies. In addition, it is expected that extra studies
such as frequency domain studies can provide good added value, although the later could not
be performed in Best Paths.
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Interoperability issues observed are highly dependent on the manufacturer design and C&P
implementation. Therefore, for both offline and HIL set-up, it is very important to have an
accurate model corresponding the converter topology (single line diagram and detailed
parameter data of each high voltage equipment including the converter valves) and a good
fidelity of the C&P, which must be as much as similar as possible to the one which will be used
on-site (for instance the software version is of utmost importance). Hence, offline C&P models
directly derived from the code implemented in the C&P controllers (using the same code
generation platform) are needed to perform accurate EMT studies.
Special sequences (start-up, shutdown, change the control modes…) must be implemented in
the C&P model (or control cubicle replicas) similarly to the real C&P. However, for offline EMT
simulation, some adaptation can be done to speed-up the simulation when it does not influence
the study scope (e.g. energization of the converter).
For both EMT and HIL studies, detailed models for HV equipment have to be developed in the
same simulation platform, using native model component and using similar simulation
parameters (e.g. same time step) to be able to put them together in the same model.
Furthermore, the signal interfaces must be agreed by the different parties to properly operate
the model. In the case of EMT offline simulations, the C&P of each station has to be replicated
in the simulation platform or imported as a code library.
Models must be validated independently using some pre-validation tests before building the
multivendor model to assess the quality of the developed model. This stage also enables to
validate the correct operation with the master control.

2.7 The vendor-independent "grid integrator"
Performing multivendor studies required models from different vendors implemented in the
same simulation platform; therefore, sensitive data could be accessible to competitors. Due to
confidentiality restrictions and IP concerns, vendors’ models and replicas had to be exclusively
provided and operated by vendor-independent partners. For Best Paths DEMO#2, academics
and TSO had this role.
This third party partner or the TSO, also referred to as "grid integrator", must be experienced
with EMT simulations and HVDC systems, in order to co-develop or merge vendor models,
conduct simulations and analyse the results. Most importantly, the grid integrator is responsible
for the detection of normal and abnormal situations, then reporting specific information to the
relevant vendors while ensuring manufacturers' confidentiality, and identifying the relevant
manufacturer which shall adapt its system.

2.8 Coordination of HVDC-VSC from different vendors
In the first stage of the project, a signal list with their significations and description of sequence
was provided in order to operate the converter stations for any vendor. Even if some iterations
were needed, at the end, it was possible to operate each vendor from the same master control
which coordinates control modes and set points of all stations and receives local measurements
and status from them. For the second stage, IEC 61850 protocol was foreseen as best candidate
to operate the control cubicles directly, but unfortunately, it was not possible to test it due to
major consortium changes which prevented from implementing this solution. As a result, the
operator had to manually adapt the setpoints on the different vendors' HMIs which is not
suitable for a real system (for instance the coordination of converter limits was not possible).
The DC grid master control might be developed by one vendor, but it would certainly be more
efficient if its control functions remain open and available to all. In Best Paths, the master
controller model was developed by the grid integrator and provided to all manufacturers to
preliminary test the overall behaviour during the system adaptation stage. Thanks to this
approach, models provided by manufacturers were compatible with the master control logic,
which greatly enhanced interoperability of the overall system.
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The signal list available in Appendix B, corresponds to the list used during the first stage of the
project with small additions foreseen as missing information but never tested.

2.9 Interoperability issues can be fixed
During the second stage of best paths, interoperability issues were observed and reported to
the remaining vendor (would be equivalent to the last arrived vendor in a real project). Based
on TFR records from their own equipment (measurements and controllers internal variables),
manufacturer experts were able to find out the parameters to adapt to solve the problem.
Thanks to the debug mode in their code development platform, several parameter values were
tested and their effect was observed in live. Then, non-regressive tests were performed with
the chosen parameter value, to guaranty this change has not adversely effected other
situations.
Unfortunately, it was not possible to produce the proof that it is possible to solve interoperability
issues during the offline stage, because of a lake of cooperation between vendors and the
duration of this task was too short to perform simulations again. However, there is no reason
why the methodology tested and validated during the second stage should not also apply for
offline EMT studies. In addition, it has been proven that it is possible to mitigate the
interoperability issues using EMT software by adding an extra controllers.
It is expected that the process fixing interoperability issue would be longer, because the control
and protection model would be generated for each different parameters. Another alternative to
improve the efficiency of this procedure would be to use C&P models (even black-boxed) in
which it is possible to adapt some parameters without generating again the C&P models.

2.10 Methodology for developing a multivendor HVDC system
The C&P system of HVDC converters defines the behaviour of the corresponding HVDC system.
This C&P system is complex and most of the implemented functions are hidden to other
stakeholders by its manufacturer mostly due to IP concerns. In this context, as aforementioned,
the grid integrator is needed as interface between the different vendors to perform multivendor
studies and de-risk the operation of the multivendor HVDC system without compromising from
any manufacturer with respect to its competitors.
First, during the design stage, while the manufacturer of the new HVDC terminal performs
dynamics performance studies on its own system, the grid integrator performs offline EMT
simulations with the multivendor HVDC system and reports the observed issues to involved
manufacturers (starting from the last arrived). The manufacturer should adapt their system
accordingly and the grid integrator should update interoperability studies. This step was
unsuccessful in Best Paths as all involved manufacturers had to collaborate on a joint way to
fix issues, but focussing on one single supplier to adapt its system appeared to be more
effective. At this stage, offline interoperability studies require accurate EMT models from each
system and the latest model update.
Second, during the Factory System Test, the last-arrived manufacturer develops and tests the
C&P hardware. In the meantime, by using C&P hardware replicas from the existing and the
new system, the grid integrator performs interoperability studies and reports issues to involved
manufacturers. If a problem is detected, a specific manufacturer is identified by the grid
integrator to fix it; that vendor can observe the issue from its equipment, and test some
adaptation directly on their C&P without having access to the other vendors' systems. This was
successfully achieved in Best Paths.
Eventually, during the life of multivendor HVDC system, it is expected that stage 1 & 2 can be
reproduced similarly for the maintenance of the system and post-fault analysis with EMT models
and control cubicles firmware corresponding to the latest onsite releases.
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Figure 16: Methodology to solve interoperability issue

2.11 Organization / methodology can be applied to interaction studies
The organisation and methodology considered in Best Paths can also be applied to interaction
studies between multivendor devices connected to the same AC grid, such as parallel HVDC
links.

2.12 Towards upcoming multi-terminal multi-vendor HVDC systems need for
standardization
Despite interoperability studies are required, many aspects can already be standardised to
maximise the multivendor interoperability and better operation of multi-terminal DC grid.






Define normal DC voltage operating range
Define the backup solution to keep the system stable in abnormal situations
Define the control modes and their performances
Define sequences and common interface signals to operate all converter in the same way.
Define the requirement for offline models and replica suitable for performing interoperability study
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3 Conclusions
Best Paths DEMO #2 was a unique opportunity to investigate interoperability in multi-vendor
VSC systems with world-leading HVDC suppliers, which resulted in major breakthroughs: first
evidence of actual interoperability issues (both with EMT simulation and real control cubicles)
with VSC converters, first interoperability issue solved and identification of a methodology to
address them without disclosing any sensitive information in a competitive context, common
interface provided to IEC 61850-90-14 as test case for standard VSC interface, preliminary
requirements for VSC converters on the DC point of common coupling, first real-time set-up
with industrial VSC control cubicles from different vendors.

Some of the ideas and concepts implemented in this project are derived from earlier ones from
prior work in CIGRE Study Committee B4 and CENELEC TC8X/WG 06: common starting /
shutdown sequences for all converters, use of a common Master Control to coordinate
converters operation, assessment of dynamic performance of converter controls, common
signal list. To some extent, those ideas were extended or more precisely defined in Best Paths
DEMO #2. But most importantly, they were implemented and tested for the first time in a
realistic environment involving various manufacturers. Consequently, a major result from this
experience is the fact that those ideas proved to be valid and relevant from a practical
standpoint; some limitations were witnessed, which resulted in recommendations or new ideas
(such as margin indicators in [6], the use of the Master Control to perform DC power oscillations
damping [13], or a practical organization to fix interoperability issues as described in this
document). As a matter of fact, a workshop was organised to provide this feedback to the
CENELEC [7].

Finally, Best Paths explored interoperability in a specific direction which is consistent with
current competition conditions in HVDC market. Although actual interoperability issues were
identified, a generic approach to fix them was successfully tested and demonstrated in a public
live demo at the end of the project. However, other directions would also be interesting to
explore in order to help maximizing interoperability from the design stage. As examples:
A clear decoupling between low-level control loops (which IP shall remain protected for
vendors) and high-level controls (which could be open controls available to stakeholders) could
be helpful as identical high-level controls could be implemented by different providers and the
interface between those controls and the low-level ones could be standardized (response time,
etc.).
Another aspect which could not be investigated in the project is the frequency-domain
characterization of converters (impedance shaping) and how to define in advance relevant
requirements in the frequency domain to limit harmonic interactions and resonance.
Finally, some improvements based on the work performed in Best Paths DEMO #2 could also
be helpful to various stakeholders, such as the definition of standard requirements for converter
models and control cubicles, as well as a general-purpose series of validation tests extending
the one defined in the project.
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5 Appendix A: DEMO#2 functional specifications
The following functional specifications correspond to the requirements used for one converter
stations delivered in Best Paths DEMO#2.
These requirements are mostly based on the recent European Grid codes, especially on the one
dedicated to High Voltage Direct Current Connections and DC-connected Power Park Modules
in order to guarantee the best compliance to the specifications for future European projects.
The objective of this section is to provide specifications for the converter stations ratings and
expected capability, the desired control modes, and their behaviour during normal and
disturbed conditions.

5.1 Protection
This section describes the hypothesis made with respect to the protection of the various AC/DC
system.

5.1.1 General description
For both AC and DC faults, it is assumed that a fault detection system is operating in a selective,
robust and timely manner to trigger the relevant protection within their first protection zone.
On the AC side, this may be realized with conventional AC protections, converter protections
and AC Circuit Breaker (ACCB), as for existing point-to-point HVDC links.
For DC faults, as no converter with fault-blocking capability nor DC Circuit Breaker (DCCB) was
assumed (only readily available technology was considered), the protection of the different DC
sections is based on Fast DC Disconnectors (FDCD) combined with ACCB. Concerning DC fault
detection, a selective, robust and fast algorithm could be used.
Once the converter is isolated from the fault, it shall be ready for reconnection, triggered from
the master control.
Regarding system earthing, all topologies described previously will be symmetric monopoles.
Each converter shall be capable of regulating the DC voltage for each pole with an earthed
reference to the ground, both in normal operation and following a disturbance.

Figure 17: Protection scheme (at one end of a DC system).
Figure 17 summarizes the DC protection, and how it would behave in case of a fault. In this
figure, the AC and DC Grounding Impedance refers to an optional equipment for the AC side
(also known as star point reactor).
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In general, permanent faults on DC side will be considered in simulation scenarios, as they are
generally regarded as the most demanding situations (worst case scenario).
The converter station shall have the ability to restart after tripping once the fault is cleared
upon reception of master control order. Therefore, once the converter tripped, it shall send
appropriate signal to the master control to inform it that it is ready to be energized and
reconnected.

5.1.2 AC fault
In case an AC fault occurs on an AC conductor outside of the VSC station limits at instant T0,
it is assumed that the adjacent ACCB may operate at T1 to isolate the faulty section in its first
protection zone (without requiring any back-up protection in further zones). If the fault is not
cleared by the AC system protection scheme, the converter station protection is allowed to
send trip order to its main ACCB as long as it complies with the AC FRT profile.
In case an AC fault occurs within the VSC station limits, the converter station shall send an
order in less than 10ms to the associated ACCB to open; then, following that order, the latter
shall open in less than 40ms. Meanwhile, the converter station shall use the measures on the
AC side to set active power exchanged with the DC system to zero (at PCC-DC) in the best
delays (with respect to sections 5.5.4, 5.5.5 and 5.5.6) and send an open order to the FDCD
as soon as the active power transmission is zero (it can send an order to open before that but
the FDCD will never open before the zero-crossing of the current).

5.1.3 DC fault
In case of a DC fault outside the limits of the VSC station at instant T0, the converter station
is allowed to send trip signal to both ACCBs and FDCD as long as it complies with the DC FRT.
In case of a DC fault within the limits of the VSC station at instant T0, the converter station
must send a trip signal, first to the ACCBs in less than 10 ms, and then another trip signal to
each relevant FDCD.
In case of pole-to-earth fault, the VSC station shall limit the voltage of the healthy pole to
180% of the pole-to-ground nominal voltage (i.e. 320*1.8 = 576 kV) and send trip signal to
the relevant ACCBs and FDCDs. Then, the healthy pole will be smoothly discharged by an
additional device (not in the vendor’s scope of supply) controlled by the protection system.

5.1.4 Coordination of fault detections
For the sake of efficiency and fault selectivity, each converter station shall notify the main
protection system in less than 1 ms once it has detected a fault inside or outside its area. The
protection system will use these information for the overall protection scheme.
In the same way, the converter station shall be able to receive an emergency blocking and
tripping order from the protection system or the master control. Upon reception of the signal,
the converter station shall be able to block in less than 1 ms and send trip orders to ACCB and
FDCD in less than 10 ms.
The signals exchanged between the converter station and the protection system related to fault
detection coordination are described in the table below:
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Signal

Fault_In_Conv

Description
Notification sent by the converter station
when a fault was detected in the converter
station area

Unit

Range

-

{0;1}

-

{0;1}

-

{0;1}

-

{0;1}

0: No fault detected
1: Fault detected
Notification sent by the converter station
when a fault was detected in the AC area
Fault_In_AC

0: No fault detected
1: Fault detected
Notification sent by the converter station
when a fault was detected in the DC area

Fault_In_DC

0: No fault detected
1: Fault detected

EBT_order

Emergency blocking and tripping order sent
by the protection system or the master
control to a converter station in order to block
and trip it
0: None
1: Block and trip order

5.1.5 Protection relay principles
ACCB and FDCD as well as their main protection relay are not included in the scope of delivery
of the vendors. The main protection relay receives orders from the converter station, the
network protection relays and the dispatching centre; from those inputs, it computes decisions
to open or close the relevant ACCB, based on a simple and fast logic. An overview of the
protection system communication is presented in Figure 18.
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Figure 18: Overview of the protection system communication (ACCB operation example)
The ACCB and FDCD which are respectively connected to PCC-AC and PCC-DC are operated in
the same way: the C&P cubicles and the AC/DC protection system are expected to send three
orders to the main protection relays:
 “Close order inhibition” (disable): If at least one such signal is triggered, any “close” signal sent by any device
is not taking into account.
 “Open” order (open): Signal sent to open the switch. This signal has right of way over the two other signals
 “Close” order (close): Signal sent to close the switch
For the sake of simplicity, no communication or processing delays are considered between the
sending and reception of those orders: switches are considered to close instantaneously upon
reception of closing order, and open at the zero crossing current immediately after the
reception of the opening order.
For the sake of simplicity, orders from the converter station to ACCB or FDCD relays shall be
sent for the three AC phases simultaneously, or for the two DC poles simultaneously: no order
should be send for a single phase or single pole protection by the converter station.
The switch status is transmitted to the converter station by the relays, which indicates the
physical position of the switch without any delays.
The signals exchanged between the converter station and the protection system related to
coordination of ACCB and FDCD are described in the following table:
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Signal

Description

Value

FDCD_inhibit

Order sent by the converter station to
inhibit any FDCD closing order

0:
1: inhibit

FDCD_open

Order sent by the converter station to
open the FDCD

0:
none
1: open order

FDCD_close

Order sent by the converter station to
close the FDCD

0:
none
1: close order

ACCB_inhibit

Order sent by the converter station to
inhibit any ACCB closing order

0:
1: inhibit

ACCB _open

Order sent by the converter station to
open the ACCB

0:
none
1: open order

ACCB _close

Order sent by the converter station to
close the ACCB

0:
none
1: close order

FDCD_p_status

Position of the positive and negative
FDCD

0: FDCD is open

FDCD_n_status
ACCB _a_status
ACCB _b_status
ACCB _c_status

none

none

1: FDCD is closed

Position of the ACCB, for each phase.

0: ACCB is open
1: ACCB is closed

5.2 Earth reference
Each converter station shall implement a solution to balance the DC pole voltage with regards
to the earth potential. By default the ground impedance is connected and each converter station
shall control the DC pole voltage balance. However, for the purpose of testing, the vendors’
HMIs shall enable the disconnection of the earth reference.
The list of signals related to earth reference sent or received by the control cubicles is defined
hereafter.
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Signal

Description

Value

AC_GND_Ref

Status of the connexion of the secondary side
of the transformer to earth through an
impedance (sent by control cubicles)

0:
Disconnected
1: Connected

DC_GND_Ref

Status of the connection of the DC side of the
converter station to the earth by a large
impedance (sent by control cubicles)

0:
Disconnected
1: Connected

GND_Ref_order

Order for the connection of AC or DC large
impedance to the ground to provide an earth
reference for the DC grid (sent to control
cubicles)

0: Disconnected
1: Connected

5.3 DC grid master control
An independent MC will be used in order to coordinate actions of converter stations in DC grids,
by adjusting their control modes and setpoints according to the capabilities of the DC grid, and
the expected injections and withdrawals. From a practical standpoint, the MC implements an
algorithm with simple control functions which are specific to each topology, and preprogrammed with a set of rules with predefined action triggered by specific events or
deviations; additionally, prioritization between those rules is considered.
Compared to the converter controller dynamics, the period between orders sent by the master
control is rather long (100 ms up to hours) and must take into account communication delays.

Figure 19: The MC and its environment
The MC is dedicated to the following tasks:
 To monitor the status of the DC grid
 To send orders to the converter stations according to the expected power flow or power sharing policy
 To coordinate special sequences between converters (start-up, connection, disconnection, shutdown)
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 To restore the system at normal operating point after a large deviation (for example, following a
contingency).
For this purpose, the MC will send coordinated setpoints and control modes to the converter
stations; it will also receive measurements from the converter stations (active and reactive
power, AC and DC voltage, frequency, status). Additionally, it must be able to send orders to
protection equipment (for example, DC switches during special sequences) and get information
on their status.
Moreover, the MC will include power flow algorithm to compute accurate set points for all DC
node (setpoints expressed as voltages and/or power references). Therefore, the power and
voltage set points provided by the MC to the converter stations takes into account the DC
voltage drops and losses in steady state. Thus, it is of utmost importance that the converter
stations strictly comply to those references in order to guarantee a precise control of the overall
AC/DC system.

5.4 Operating range
5.4.1 Converter ratings
For all topologies, converter station ratings are defined in Table 1.
Parameter

Description

Value

Pmax

The converter station shall be able to continuously
transmit power in both directions between –Pmax
and +Pmax provided that PQ and UQ-Pmax
diagram are respected (see section 5.4.6.1).

1000 MW

Qmin

The maximal reactive power absorbed by the
converter station at the PCC-AC under normal
conditions (see section 5.4.6.2).

-450 Mvar

Qmax

The maximal reactive power injected by the
converter station at the PCC-AC under normal
conditions (see section 5.4.6.2).

+500 Mvar

Un

The nominal phase to phase AC voltage at the
PCC-AC. This value is different depending on
whether the converter station is connected to a
Transmission Network (TN) or to an Offshore
Power Park Module (OPPM).

Vn

The nominal pole to pole DC voltage at the PCCDC

400 kV (TN)
132 kV (OPPM)

640 kV (±320 kV
for
symmetric
monopoles)

Table 1: Converter station ratings

5.4.2 Frequency
The nominal frequency is 50 Hz.
Based on Commission Regulation (EU) NC Article 11, Table 2 summarizes the normal operating
range of a converter station operating in any condition except islanded connection according
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to the frequency level. Regarding Article 8, the converter station must be able to remain
connected if the rate of change of frequency (ROCOF) is between +2.5 Hz/s and -2.5 Hz/s
(average value during 1 second).
Frequency range

Time period for operation

< 47.0 Hz

Can be disconnected

47.0 Hz – 47.5 Hz

60 seconds

47.5 Hz – 49.0 Hz

90 minutes

49.0 Hz – 51.0 Hz

Unlimited

51.0 Hz – 51.5 Hz

90 minutes

> 51.5 Hz

Can be disconnected
Table 2: Normal Frequency range for the converter station

In case of a connection to an islanded network (offshore wind farm), the frequency range for
normal operation during unlimited period of time is: 47.5 – 51.5 Hz.

5.4.3 AC voltage range
According to Commission Regulation (EU) NC Article 18, the HVDC converter stations shall be
able to operate in steady state at voltage levels defined in Table 3.
Steady state voltage level

Time period for operation

< 85% Un

See section 5.6.1

85% to 105% Un

Unlimited (normal voltage range)

> 105% Un

See section 5.6.2
Table 3: Normal AC voltage range for the converter station

5.4.4 DC voltage range
The converter station shall be able to remain connected and operate at any point within the
UQ-Pmax capability diagram in steady state for DC voltage level defined in Table 4.

Steady state voltage level

Time period for operation

< 95% Vn

See section 5.6.4

95% – 105% Vn

Unlimited

> 105% Vn

See section 5.6.4
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Table 4: Normal DC voltage range for the converter station

5.4.5 Network short circuit ratio
The strength of the connected AC grid is defined according to a ratio between the short circuit
level of the AC network at nominal voltage at the PCC-AC (in MVA) with the converter station
rated power (in MW).
When connected to an AC grid, the converter station shall be capable of normal operation when
the short circuit ratio is between 2 and 30.
In case it is connected to an offshore wind farm, the converter station shall be able to energize
it and remain connected to it.

5.4.6 Capability
5.4.6.1

Active power capability

The converter station shall be able to control the active power for any active power setpoint
comprised between -Pmax and +Pmax (import or export situations) for any combination of
normal AC and DC voltages.
5.4.6.2

Reactive power capability

At nominal AC and DC voltage the PQ diagram is defined by the green area presented in Figure
20, which parameters are presented in Table 5.

Figure 20: PQ diagram at nominal DC voltage
The two diagrams presented in Figure 21 indicate the AC system requirements and take into
account the actual PQ diagram of the converter station. It decomposes in different areas:
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Figure 21: UQ-Pmax (green) and UQ (orange) diagrams
It is important to note that the AC voltage mentioned used for both PQ, UQ and UQ-Pmax
diagrams corresponds to the voltage measured at PCC-AC.
Parameters for the UQ and UQ-Pmax diagram are reported in Table 5. The reactive power
capability is defined by the ratio between the reactive power output and the nominal active
power of the converter station, while the voltage level is defined by the ratio between the
measured AC voltage at PCC-AC and the nominal AC voltage. Those parameters are derived
from Table 6 of the NC.
𝑄
[ ⁄𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥 ]

Q

𝑈⁄
𝑈𝑛

U

𝑄2+

1.11

𝑈ℎ2

1.10

𝑄1+

0.5

𝑈ℎ1

1.05

𝑄0+

0

𝑈ℎ0

1.05

𝑄0−

0

𝑈𝑙0

0.95

𝑄1−

-0.45

𝑈𝑙1

0.95

𝑄2−

-1.11

𝑈𝑙2

0.90

Table 5: Parameters for the PQ, UQ-Pmax and UQ diagram

5.4.7 Operational limits
Each converter station shall be able to receive and apply operational limits for active and
reactive power from a higher level controller. For the avoidance of doubts, the operational
boundaries correspond to the minimal area delineated by operational and physical limits.
The operational limitations shall be considered and applied at the latest 100ms after receiving
the order.
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The signals related to this control which are exchanged with an external equipment such as the
MC or a Dispatch Centre (see section 5.8) are:
Signal

Description

Unit

Range

Qac_min_ol

Minimal operational limit for reactive power
(maximal reactive power absorption)

MVar

[-450 ; 0]

Qac_max_ol

Maximal operational limit for reactive power
(maximal reactive power supply)

MVar

[0 ; +500]

Pac_min_ol

Minimal operational limit for active power
(maximal active power absorption at PCC-AC)

MW

[-1000 ; 0]

Pac_max_ol

Maximal operational limit for active power
(maximal active power absorption at PCC-AC)

MW

[0 ; +1000]

Vdc_min_ol

Minimal operational limit for DC voltage at PCCDC

kV

[608 ; 640]

Vdc_max_ol

Maximal operational limit for DC voltage at PCCDC

kV

[640 ; 672]

5.4.8 Capability margins
Each converter station shall be able to communicate regular updates of its active and reactive
capability limits to the MC so that the latter can adapt the overall control strategy and setpoints
according to the remaining margins for each converter station. For the avoidance of doubts,
the boundaries sent to the MC corresponds to the minimal area delineated by operational and
physical limits.
Power limits shall be communicated to the MC every 100ms.
The signals related to this control which shall be exchanged with external equipment such as
the MC or a Dispatch Centre (see section 5.8) are:
Signal

Description

Unit

Range

Qac_min

Instantaneous minimal limit for reactive power
(maximal reactive power absorption at PCC-AC)

MVar

[-2000 – 0]

Qac_max

Instantaneous maximal limit for reactive power
(maximal reactive power injection at PCC-AC)

MVar

[0 – 2000]

Pac_min

Instantaneous minimal limit for active power
(maximal active power absorption at PCC-AC)

MW

[-2000 – 0]

Pac_max

Instantaneous maximal limit for active power
(maximal active power absorption at PCC-AC)

MW

[0 – 2000]
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5.5 Control modes and performance requirements under normal conditions
5.5.1 Fixed reactive power control mode
Each converter station shall be able to control the reactive power exchanged with the AC grid
at PCC-AC within the limits defined by the UQ diagram in section 5.4.6.2 (green and orange
areas).
The dynamic performance requirements for a step change no larger than Qmax in magnitude
are defined in the following table according to criteria presented in 5.9.
Parameter

TR

TS

VR

∆vS

VM

Value

20 ms

100 ms

90% of the change

1 Mvar

10 Mvar

The signals exchanged with external equipment such as the MC or a Dispatch Centre (see
section 5.8) related to this control are:
Signal

Description

Range

Unit

Qac_ref

Reactive power setpoint

[Qmin ; Qmax]

[Mvar]

5.5.2 AC voltage control mode
According to NC article 16, each converter station shall be able to control the AC voltage at the
PCC-AC by adjusting the reactive power exchanged with the network within the UQ-Pmax
diagram (green area).
The dynamic performance requirements for a step change no larger than 5% of Un (20 kV) in
magnitude are defined in the following table according to criteria presented in 5.9. The
reference value considered for this control mode is defined as follows:
𝑈𝑎𝑐 +

𝑄𝑎𝑐_𝑟𝑒𝑓
𝑄𝑎𝑐
= 𝑈𝑎𝑐_𝑟𝑒𝑓 +
𝑈𝑎𝑐_𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑝
𝑈𝑎𝑐_𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑝

Parameter

TR

TS

VR

∆vS

VM

Value

200 ms

1s

90% of the change

0.5% of Un

5% of Un

The signals related to this control which will be exchanged with external equipment such as the
MC or a Dispatch Centre (see section 5.8) are:
Signal

Description

Unit

Range

Uac_ref

AC voltage setpoint

[kV]

85% to 105% Un

Uac_droop

Slope of the voltage control

[Mvar/kV]

300 Mvar
for
a
deviation of 7% of Un
to 300 Mvar for a
deviation of 2% of Un

Qac_ref

Reactive power setpoint when the
voltage measurement value equals
the voltage setpoint

[Mvar]

[Qmin ; Qmax]
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5.5.3 STATCOM operation mode
The converter station shall be able to operate in STATCOM mode when it is disconnected on
the DC side. This means that the converter station shall be able to operate in reactive control
mode or AC voltage control mode within the UQ diagram when the converter station is
disconnected on the DC side. Requirements in terms of dynamics are identical that those
presented for fixed reactive power control mode and AC voltage control mode (sections 5.5.1
and 5.5.2). Requirements in terms of amplitude correspond to the green and orange areas in
the UQ diagram (section 5.4.6.2). Moreover, in this control mode, each converter station shall
be able to control the DC voltage at its terminals with the same requirements as those of the
DC voltage control mode.

5.5.4 Fixed active power control mode
Each converter station shall be able to control the active power exchange with the AC grid at
the PCC-AC within the limits defined by the PQ capability diagram.
The dynamic performance requirements for a step change no larger than Pmax in magnitude
are defined in the table below according to criteria presented in 5.9.
Parameter

TR

TS

VR

∆vS

VM

Value

20 ms

100 ms

90% of the change

1 MW

10 MW

The signals related to this control which are exchanged with external equipment such as the
MC or a Dispatch Centre (see section 5.8) are:
Signal

Description

Range

Pac_ref

Active power setpoint for the converter station
at the PCC-AC

[-Pmax
+Pmax]

Unit
;

[MW]

5.5.5 DC voltage control mode
Each converter station shall be able to control the DC voltage level at PCC-DC within the limits
defined by the UQ-Pmax capability diagram.
The dynamic performance requirements for a step change no larger than 5% Vn (32 kV) are
defined in the next table according to criteria presented in 5.9.
Parameter

TR

TS

VR

∆vS

VM

Value

20 ms

100 ms

90% of the change

0.5% of Vn

7.5% of Vn

Moreover, at nominal DC voltage level, following any active power change (including power
flow reversal), the DC voltage shall remain between boundaries of ±5% around the nominal
DC voltage provided that the PQ capability diagram limits are not exceeded.
The signals related to this control which are exchanged with external equipment such as the
MC or a Dispatch Centre (see section 5.8) are:
Signal

Description

Range

Unit

Vdc_ref

DC voltage setpoint

[95% Vn ; 105% Vn]

[kV]
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5.5.6 Power-voltage droop control mode
Each converter station shall be able to adjust the active power according to the DC voltage
level within UQ-Pmax capability diagram. This power should be adjusted following a slope
between 1 and 30 %.
The dynamic performance requirements for a step change no larger than 5% of Vn (32 kV) in
magnitude are defined in the next table according to criteria presented in 5.9. The reference
value considered for this control mode is defined as follows:
′
𝑉𝑑𝑐_𝑟𝑒𝑓
= 𝑉𝑑𝑐_𝑟𝑒𝑓 + 𝑉𝑑𝑐_𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑝 × (𝑃𝑎𝑐 − 𝑃𝑎𝑐_𝑟𝑒𝑓 )

Parameter

TR

TS

VR

∆vS

VM

Value

20 ms

100 ms

90% of the change

0.5% of Vn

7.5% of Vn

The power-voltage control may be operated with or without deadband around the DC voltage
setpoint.
The DC voltage droop controller shall limit the power reference according to the maximal active
power defined by the PQ capability diagram or the operational power limitation depending on
which one is the limiting factor.

Figure 22: DC voltage droop control mode
The signals related to this control which are exchanged with external equipment such as the
MC or a Dispatch Centre (see section 5.8) are:
Signal

Description

Range

Unit

Vdc_ref

DC voltage setpoint

[95% Vn ; 105% Vn]

[kV]

Pac_ref

Active power setpoint for the
converter station

[-Pmax ; +Pmax]

[MW]
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Vdc_droop

Slope of the voltage control

[0.032; 0.32]

[kV/MW]

Vdc_db

Dead band around Vdc_ref
where the active power is not
adjusted

[0 ; 10% Vn]

[kV]

5.5.7 Voltage and frequency control mode
This type of control is used to establish a desired voltage and frequency at the PCC-AC to feed
passive or weak networks.
In the normal frequency operating range, following an active power step change (positive or
negative) in the AC side equivalent to 10% of the converter station rated power, the converter
station shall maintain the AC frequency value between boundaries of ±100mHz around the
frequency setpoint, provided that the PQ capability diagram limits are not exceeded.
Note that, this control mode is also used for black start operation.
The signals related to this control which are exchanged with external equipment such as the
MC or a Dispatch Centre (see section 5.8) are:
Signal

Description

Range

Unit

Uac_ref

AC voltage setpoint for the converter
station

85% to 105% Un

[kV]

f_ref

Frequency setpoint

[47.5; 51.5]

[Hz]

5.5.8 Ramp rate limitations
Setpoints of a converter station shall be limited by ramps to smooth the transition between
former and new setpoints, in order to avoid transients. The ramp rate value describes the rate
of change between two successive setpoints. The ramp rate limitations shall be considered for
any control mode.
It shall be possible to stop the ramp at any value between the old and the new setpoint upon
reception of a “stop ramping” order.
Following a change in the ramp rate limitation reference, the converter station control shall
instantly react to it.
To coordinate the change of operating points, the MC shall be informed at any moment by each
converter station of the maximal ramps which it would be capable of.
The signals related to this control which are exchanged with external equipment such as the
MC or a Dispatch Centre (see section 5.8) are:
Signal

Description

Range/valu
es

Unit

Pac_ramp

The active power reference ramp rate
limitation

[100
10.000]

;

[MW/s]

Qac_ramp

The reactive power reference ramp
rate limitation

[100
10.000]

;

[Mvar/s]
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Uac_ramp

The AC voltage reference ramp rate
limitation

[0, 80]

[kV/s]

Vdc_ramp

The DC voltage reference ramp rate
limitation

[0 , 320]

[kV/s]

Pac_ramp_max

The maximal active power variation
that the converter station can
perform

[100
10.000]

;

[MW/s]

Qac_ramp_max

The maximal reactive power variation
that the converter station can
perform

[100
10.000]

;

[Mvar/s]

Uac_ramp_max

The maximal AC voltage variation
that the converter station can
perform

[0, 80]

[kV/s]

Vdc_ramp_max

The maximal DC voltage variation
that the converter station can
perform

[0 , 640]

[kV/s]

Pac_ramp_stop

Freeze the change of active power
reference at the actual value.

{0,1}

0: ramp activated
1: reference frozen
Qac_ramp_stop

Freeze the change of reactive power
reference at the actual value.

{0,1}

0: ramp activated
1: reference frozen
Uac_ramp_stop

Freeze the change of AC voltage
reference at the actual value.

{0,1}

0: ramp activated
1: reference frozen
Vdc_ramp_stop

Freeze the change of DC voltage
reference at the actual value.

{0,1}

0: ramp activated
1: reference frozen

5.5.9 Switching control modes
For any converter, control mode changes shall be smooth: no power nor voltage variation
should occur due to the change in mode. In other words, seen from the PCC-AC and PCC-DC,
the output of electric variables must remain identical at the instant of the changeover.
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The MC will send appropriate reference set points signals to multiple stations to guarantee
seamless changes of control mode, so as not to cause the smallest variations in electric
quantities. Furthermore, the converter station shall inform the MC when the change of control
mode is possible.
The signals related to this control which are exchanged with external equipment such as the
MC or a Dispatch Centre (see section 5.8) are:

Signal

Description

Unit

CtrlMode

Main control mode setpoint:

-

 1: Pmode and Qmode control mode
 2: Voltage and frequency control mode
Qmode

Reactive power control mode setpoint (if CtrlMode==1):

-

 1: Fixed reactive power control mode
 2: AC voltage control mode
Pmode

Active power control mode setpoint (if CtrlMode==1):

-

 1: Fixed active power control mode
 2: DC voltage control mode
 3: Power-voltage droop control mode
QmodeChg

The converter station is ready to change Qmode:

-

0: Qmode cannot be changed
1: Qmode can be changed
PmodeChg

The converter station is ready to change Pmode:

-

0: Pmode cannot be changed
1: Pmode can be changed

5.6 Behaviour during disturbances
5.6.1

AC low voltage ride through

During three-phase, asymmetrical short circuits or voltage dips, the converter station shall be
capable of staying connected to the network and perform stable operation when the voltage
level at the PCC-AC remains strictly greater than the Low Voltage Ride Through (LVRT) profile
given in Figure 23. Parameters of the LVRT profile are defined in Table 6.
For voltage level below the LVRT limit the converter station may be disconnected from the
network (converter tripping is allowed).
When the AC voltage at PCC-AC is lower or equal to the voltage level defined by Ublock, the
converter station is allowed to block. If the converter station is blocked and the AC voltage
becomes greater than the Uunblock threshold, the converter station shall be unblocked within
10ms, and resume normal operation in less than 200ms.
Note: the LVRT capability requirement shall hold both for symmetric and asymmetric faults.
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Figure 23: AC Low Voltage Ride Through (AC-OVRT) profile
U

% of Un

t

s

𝑈𝑅𝐸𝑇

0

𝑡𝐶𝐿𝐸𝐴𝑅

0.25

𝑈𝑅𝐸𝐶1

70

𝑡𝑅𝐸𝐶1

2.5

𝑈𝑅𝐸𝐶2

85

𝑡𝑅𝐸𝐶2

10

𝑈𝑢𝑛𝑏𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘

10

𝑈𝑏𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘

5

Table 6: Parameters of the AC LVRT profile

5.6.2 AC over voltage ride through
During normal operation and after a disturbance, the converter station shall be capable of
staying connected to the network and perform stable operation, while maintaining both active
and reactive power capabilities, when the voltage level at the PCC-AC remains strictly lower
than the Overvoltage Ride Through (OVRT) profile given in Figure 24. Parameters of the OVRT
profile are described in Table 7.
When the AC voltage becomes greater than the red line, the converter is allowed to disconnect;
when the AC voltage becomes greater than the blue line, the converter is allowed to block.
Note: this OVRT capability chart holds both for symmetric and asymmetric high voltage.
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Figure 24: AC Over Voltage Ride Through (AC-OVRT) profile
U

% of Un

t

s

𝑈𝐻 𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑝1

180

𝑡𝐻 1

0.04

𝑈𝐻 𝑏𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘1

170

𝑡𝐻 2

1

𝑈𝐻 𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑝2

137

𝑡𝐻 3

30

𝑈𝐻 𝑏𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘2

135

𝑡𝐻 4

1200

𝑈𝐻 𝑏𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘3

125

𝑈𝐻 𝑏𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘4

115

𝑈𝐻 𝑏𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘5

105

Table 7: Parameters of the AC OVRT profile

5.6.3 Reactive current support for abnormal AC voltage
In order to support the AC system during voltage dips or overvoltages, the converter station
shall be able to support the network voltage by supplying supplementary reactive power
according to the voltage level if the AC voltage gets out of the deadband defined in Figure 25.
The reactive current order is the sum of the reactive current prior to the disturbance with a
contribution according to the voltage level (see Figure 25). As long as the converter station is
in reactive current support, normal reactive control modes (AC voltage control, fixed reactive
power mode and STATCOM mode) are frozen.
Once the AC voltage is back in the in the deadband, the converter station shall immediately
return to the pre-fault control mode (AC voltage control mode or reactive power control modes)
with smooth transition.
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The converter station shall limit the current in order to stay within the transient converter
station rated current. For AC voltage levels outside the normal operating range the priority is
given to the current component related to the reactive power (that is: the orange area of the
UQ diagram in Figure 21 shall be used).

Figure 25: Contribution to reactive current support
The dynamic performance requirements of the reactive current support are defined in the next
table according to the criteria presented in 5.9. The reference value considered for this control
mode is defined by:
𝑰𝒒_𝒂𝒄_𝒓𝒆𝒇 = 𝚫𝑰𝒒 + 𝑰𝒒_𝒂𝒄_𝟎 = 𝑰𝒒_𝒂𝒄_𝒄𝒐𝒆𝒇 ×

𝑼𝒂𝒄 − 𝑼𝒂𝒄_𝒅𝒃
𝑷𝒎𝒂𝒙
×
+ 𝑰𝒒_𝒂𝒄_𝟎
𝑼𝒏
√𝟑 × 𝑼𝒏

where 𝑼𝒂𝒄_𝒅𝒃 is the voltage threshold of the normal operating range and 𝑰𝒒_𝒂𝒄_𝟎 is the pre-fault
reactive current.
Parameter

TR

TS

VR

∆vS

VM

Value

10 ms

20 ms

50% of the change

15A

150A

The signals related to this control which are exchanged with external equipment such as the
MC or a Dispatch Centre are:
Signal

Description

Iq_supp_order

Order to activate the reactive current
support

range

Unit

 0: Disable
 1: Enable
The following settable parameters (see appendix dedicated to signals and communication for
more details) related to this control are expected:
Parameter

Description

range

Unit
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Iq_supp_max

Upper DC current limit for reactive
current
support
(maximal
DC
current injection)

[0 – 2000]

A

Iq_supp_min

Lower DC current limit for reactive
current
support
(maximal
DC
current absorption)

[-2000 – 0]

A

Iq_supp_coef

Contribution factor
current support

[0 – 4]

-

Iq_supp_Uac_l

Low DC voltage threshold: lower
limit of the dead band for the
activation
of
reactive
current
support

[0 – 400]

kV

Iq_supp_Uac_h

High DC voltage threshold: upper
limit of the dead band for the
activation
of
reactive
current
support

[400 – 440]

kV

for

reactive

5.6.4 DC low voltage ride through
During normal operation and after a disturbance, the converter station shall be capable of
staying connected to the DC grid and perform stable operation, while maintaining
active/reactive power capabilities as long as the DC voltage at the PCC-DC remains strictly
upper than the DC Low Voltage Ride Through (DC-OVRT) profile given in Figure 27 with
parameters provided in Table 8.
If the DC voltage exceeds the red line, the converter is allowed to disconnect; when the DC
voltage exceeds the blue line, the converter is allowed to block.

Figure 26: DC Low Voltage Ride Through (DC-LVRT) profile

Vdc

% of Vdc_n

t

s

𝑉𝐷𝐶𝐿𝑉1

90

𝑡𝐷𝐶𝐿𝑉1

0.1

𝑉𝐷𝐶𝐿𝑉2

80

𝑡𝐷𝐶𝐿𝑉2

0.3
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𝑉𝐷𝐶𝐿𝑉3

50

Table 8: Parameters of the DC-LVRT profile

5.6.5 DC over voltage ride through [Never tested]
During normal operation and after a disturbance, the converter station shall be capable of
staying connected to the DC network and perform stable operation, while maintaining active
and reactive power capabilities as long as the DC voltage at the PCC-DC remains strictly lower
than the DC Overvoltage Ride Through (DC-OVRT) profile given in Figure 27 with parameters
provided in Table 9.
If the DC voltage exceeds the red line, the converter is allowed to disconnect; when the DC
voltage exceeds the blue line, the converter is allowed to block.

Figure 27: DC Over Voltage Ride Through (DC-OVRT) profile

Vdc

% of Vdc_n

t

s

𝑉𝐷𝐶𝑂𝑉1

110

𝑡𝐷𝐶𝐿𝑉1

0.1

𝑉𝐷𝐶𝑂𝑉2

120

𝑡𝐷𝐶𝐿𝑉2

0.3

𝑉𝐷𝐶𝑂𝑉3

130

Table 9: Parameters of the DC-OVRT profile

5.6.6 DC current support for abnormal DC voltage
In order to support the DC system during voltage dips or overvoltages, the converter station
shall be able to support the DC grid voltage by adjusting active power according to the voltage
level if the DC voltage gets out of the dead band defined in Figure 28.
The DC current order is the sum of the DC current prior to the disturbance with a contribution
according to the DC voltage level (see Figure 28). As long as the DC current support is
activated, the normal active power control modes are frozen.
Once the DC voltage is back in the in the DC voltage dead band, the converter station shall
immediately stop the DC current support and return to the previous operating mode, with
smooth transition.
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The converter station shall limit the current in order to stay within the transient converter
station rated current. For DC voltage levels outside the normal operating range the priority is
given to the current component related to the active power.

Figure 28: Contribution to DC current support
The dynamic performance requirements of the DC current support are defined in the next table
according to criteria presented in 5.9 The reference value considered for this control mode is
defined by:
𝑰𝒅𝒄_𝒓𝒆𝒇 = 𝚫𝑰𝒅𝒄 + 𝑰𝒅𝒄_𝟎 = 𝑰𝒅𝒄_𝒄𝒐𝒆𝒇 ×

𝑽𝒅𝒄 − 𝑽𝒅𝒄_𝒅𝒃 𝑷𝒎𝒂𝒙
×
+ 𝑰𝒅𝒄_𝟎
𝑽𝒅𝒄_𝒏
𝑽𝒅𝒄_𝒏

where 𝑽𝒅𝒄_𝒅𝒃 is the voltage threshold of the normal operating range and 𝑰𝒅𝒄_𝟎 is the DC current
at the moment where the DC voltage reach the dead band threshold.
Parameter

TR

TS

VR

∆vS

VM

Value

10 ms

20 ms

50% of the change

15 A



The signals related to this control which are exchanged with external equipment such as the
MC or a Dispatch Centre are:
Signal

Description

Idc_supp_order

Order to activate the DC current support

range


Unit


 0: Disable
 1: Enable
The following settable parameters (see appendix dedicated to signals and communication for
more details) related to this control are expected:
Parameter

Description

range

Unit
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Idc_supp_max

Upper DC current limit for DC current
support (maximal DC current injection)

[0 – 2000]

A

Idc_supp_min

Lower DC current limit for DC current
support
(maximal
DC
current
absorption)

[-2000 – 0]

A

Idc_supp_coef

Contribution
support

[0 – 4]

-

Idc_supp_Vdc_l

Low DC voltage threshold: lower limit of
the dead band for the activation of DC
current support

[576 – 640]

kV

Idc_supp_Vdc_h

High DC voltage threshold: upper limit
of the dead band for the activation of DC
current support

[640 – 704]

kV

5.6.6.1

factor

for

DC

current

Behaviour during DC faults

As described above, the converter station shall be able to send appropriate signals to the
relevant protection devices (ACCB, FDCD) in due time, as these protection devices at out of
the scope of the converter station.
Finally, each converter station shall include appropriate equipment (such as surge arrestors)
to limit pole to ground overvoltage in case of any DC disturbance (pole to ground DC fault, for
instance). The acceptable limit for the magnitude of DC voltage is 180% Vn (±576 kV for each
pole).
5.6.6.2

Performance during communication outage

Failure of telecommunication system resulting in the loss of control signals shall not lead to
disturbances in the power transfer. Each converter station shall continue operation at schedule
orders and remain in the control mode that was set prior the communication failure.
5.6.6.3

General requirement for fault recovery

If the AC voltage or the DC voltage return within the blocking limits (blue lines of OVRT and
LVRT) while the converter was not disconnected, the converter station shall be unblocked within
10ms, and resume normal operation in less than 200ms.
For faults outside of the converter station area, if the latter was disconnected because of OVRT
or LVRT limits exceeded, it shall be able to restart at the latest 1 second after its disconnection
(upon reception of the relevant orders from the MC). With respect to this, the converter control
shall send appropriate signals to the MC to inform it that it is ready to be restarted.
For faults inside the converter station area, the converter station shall inform the MC of the
status of the fault detection. Once the fault is cleared, the converter station shall send
appropriate references to the MC to inform it when it is ready to be restarted.

5.7 Special sequences
Upon reception of the appropriate order from the relevant TSO or MC, each converter station
shall be able to:
For the sake of clarity, the detailed requirements for these special sequences are available in
appendix.
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5.8 Information exchanged
Each converter station shall be capable to receive setpoints and transmit information and
signals (measurement, orders, status) from/to a Dispatch Centre (from the relevant TSO) or a
MC (direct communication between two converter stations is not expected).
Note that the setpoints received by the control cubicle can also be defined locally through its
dedicated HMI (mainly for debug purpose). For debugging purpose, it is needed to have all
control signals usually sent by the MC also accessible and settable from the control cubicles’
dedicated HMI. A toggle is needed to send order either from this HMI, or from the MC.
Signals exchanged between control cubicles and the MC do not need to be synchronized.
Nevertheless, the orders shall be handled by the control cubicles at the latest 10ms after their
reception from the MC. In the same way, the signals sent by converter station cubicles shall
be taken into account by the MC at the latest 10ms after their reception.
Signals between the protection system, the MC and the converter station control cubicles will
be exchanged through the Hypersim simulator, based on the IEC 61850 protocol.
The overall list of information to be exchanged with converter stations is available in appendix.
It includes a description, the value range, the direction (input or output), the expected accuracy
and sampling rate.

5.9 Dynamic performances validation
The dynamics of the control modes shall fulfil performances which could be assessed by using
criteria based on parameter defined in Figure 29, which shows a typical response of a reference
change:
Three criteria are considered to assess the dynamic performance of a control mode:
 The green dotted curve is the reference provided to the converter station by the MC. If a ramp rate is
defined for this reference then it should be applied; in this case, the red dotted curve (ramped reference)
is considered as the actual reference that the converter should apply.
 The blue curve is the actual output value of the controlled quantity.
 The rising time (TR) is the time needed to reach a certain threshold value VR. TR is the duration between
the instant when the ramped reference reaches VR, and the instant when the controlled quantity reaches
VR.
 The settling time (TS) is the time needed to reach the reference within the tolerance band. TS is the duration
between the moment when the (ramped) reference reaches its steady state value and the moment when
the controlled quantity settles in the tolerance band.
 The overshoot (VM) is the maximal transient deviation from the (ramped) reference value.
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Figure 29: Validation profile of the dynamic performances of a control mode
The dynamics performances shall be valid for any ramp rate value within the range
specified for the specified control mode.
Para-meter

Description

V0

Steady state value before application of the setpoint change

V∞

Steady state value after application of the setpoint change

VR

Threshold for the rising time (TR)

TR

Rising time: Time needed to reach VR

±∆vS

Specified tolerance limit around the reference value

TS

Settling time: time needed for the signal to reach the reference
within the tolerance band

VM

Overshoot: maximum transient deviation from the reference value

Table 10: Parameters for validation of the dynamic performances of a control mode
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6 Appendix B: signal list with the master control (IEC 61850)
This signal list corresponds to the list of important information which should be exchanged between converter stations and the DC grid
master control. For information, a first tentative to translate it into IEC61850 is also shown but must be considered as a preliminary
draft.
Name

Description

Unit

Value / Range

Define
d in

Explanation

LN

DO

CD
C

0: None
1: Block and trip order

Type
of
info
statu
s

EBT_or
der

Emergency blocking and tripping order sent by the
protection system or the master control to block and trip
the converter station

[]

IEC618
50-9014

Quick or Emergency Shutdown

ASEQ

Shutdo
wn

SPC

Conv_b
lk

Converter blocking status

[]

0: Unblocked
1: Blocked

statu
s

Converter Operation Blocking is
Active

CFPC

Operati
onBlk

SPS

Converter tripped status

[]

0: Not tripped
1: Tripped

statu
s

IEC618
50-9014
No

Conv_tr
p

Operate Converter Operation
Triping is Active

PTRC
CFPC

ACT
SPS

Conv_st
atus

Status of the converter station

[]

statu
s

IEC618
50-9014

State of Application: Application
Specific

ASEQ

Loc_ctrl

Status of the control location

[]

0: Not defined
1: Not energized
2: Charging
3: Discharging
4: No-load operation
5: STATCOM operation
6: Transmission in operation
0: remote
1: localcontrol

Op
Operati
onTrp
Operati
onSt

statu
s

Switching Authority at Station
Level

CFPC

LocSta

SPC

FDCD_s
tatus

Position of the positive and negative FDCD

[]

0: FDCD is open
1: FDCD is closed

statu
s

IEC618
50-9014
IEC618
50-9014

XDCC

ConnDC
St

ENS

ACCB_s
tatus

Position of the ACCB, all phase included

[]

0: ACCB is open
1: ACCB is closed

statu
s

no/IEC
618507-4

XACC
/XCBR

ConnAC
St/pos

ENS
/DP
C

Qac_mi
n_ol

Operational minimal limit of reactive power (maximal
reactive power absorption)

[Mv
ar]

[-2000 – 0]

order

IEC618
50-9014

Converter DC Connection Status
0: DC_Connected
1: DC_Isolated
2: DC_Isolated_Earthed
Switch position
0: AC connected
1: AC isolated
2: AC isolated earthed
/DPC definition
Reference Value Reactive Power
Maximum Inductive

CFPC

QMaxI

APC
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Qac_m
ax_ol

Operational maximal limit of reactive power (maximal
reactive power supply)

[Mv
ar]

[0 – 2000]

order

Pac_mi
n_ol

Operational minimal limit of active power (maximal active
power absorption to the AC system)

[M
W]

[-2000 – 0]

order

Pac_ma
x_ol

Operational maximal limit of active power (maximal active
power supply to the AC system)

[M
W]

[0 – 2000]

order

Qac_mi
n
Qac_m
ax
Pac_mi
n
Pac_ma
x
Uac_ref

Current converter station minimal limit of reactive power
(maximal reactive power absorption)
Current converter station maximal limit of reactive power
(maximal reactive power supply)
Current converter station minimal limit of active power
(maximal active power absorption to the AC system)
Current converter station maximal limit of active power
(maximal active power supply to the AC system)
AC voltage setpoint

[Mv
ar]
[Mv
ar]
[M
W]
[M
W]
[kV]

[-2000 – 0]

statu
s
statu
s
statu
s
statu
s
order

Uac_dr
oop

Slope of the voltage control

Reactive power setpoint when the voltage measurement
value equals the voltage setpoint

300 Mvar for a deviation of 7% of
Un to 300 Mvar for a deviation of
2% of Un
[Qmin ; Qmax]

order

Qac_ref

[Mv
ar/k
V]
[Mv
ar]

Pac_ref

Active power setpoint for the converter station at the PCCAC

[M
W]

[-Pmax ; +Pmax]

order

Vdc_ref

DC voltage setpoint

[kV]

[95% Vn ; 105% Vn]

order

Vdc_dr
oop

Slope of the voltage control

[0.032; 0.32]

order

Vdc_db

Dead band around Vdc_ref where the active power is not
adjusted
Frequency setpoint

[kV/
MW
]
[kV]

[0 ; 10% Vn]

order

IEC618
50-9014
IEC618
50-9014
IEC618
50-9014
IEC618
50-9014
IEC618
50-9014
IEC618
50-9014
no

[Hz]

[47.5; 51.5]

order

No

[M
W/s
]
[Mv
ar/s]

[100 ; 10.000]

order

[100 ; 10.000]

order

IEC618
50-9014
IEC618
50-9014

f_ref
Pac_ra
mp

The active power reference ramp rate limitation

Qac_ra
mp

The reactive power reference ramp rate limitation

[0 – 2000]
[-2000 – 0]
[0 – 2000]
85% to 105% Un

order

IEC618
50-9014
IEC618
50-9014
IEC618
50-9014
no
no
no
no

Reference Value Reactive Power
Maximum Capacitive

CFPC

QMaxC

APC

Reference Value Active Power P
Max Load

CFPC

PMaxL

APC

Reference Value Active Power P
Max Generation

CFPC

PMaxG

APC

Value Maximum Reactive
Power Capability Inductive
Value Maximum Reactive
Power Capability Capacitive
Value Maximum Active Power
Capability Load
Value Active Power Maximum
Capability Generation
Reference Value Voltage VRef

CFPC

QCapM
axI
QCapM
axC
PCapMa
xL
PCapMa
xG
QVRef

MV

Reference Value Gradient
PVGradNA

CFPC

PVGrad
NA

APC

Reference Value Reactive Power
Q

CFPC

Qfix

APC

reference value Active power P
Fix

CFPC

PFix

APC

Reference Value DC Voltage

CFPC

DCVolFi
x

APC

Reference Value Gradient
PDCVolGradNA

CFPC

PDCVol
GradNA

APC

Reference Value for the DC
voltage dead band
Setting of a frequency

CFPC

DCVolD
b
HzSet

APC

Ramp Rate For Change Of Active
Power

CFPC

PRmpRt
e

APC

Ramp Rate For Change Of
Reactive Power

CFPC

QRmpRt
e

APC
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Uac_ra
mp
Vdc_ra
mp
Pac_ra
mp_ma
x
Qac_ra
mp_ma
x
Uac_ra
mp_ma
x
Vdc_ra
mp_ma
x
Pac_ra
mp_sto
p
Qac_ra
mp_sto
p
Pac_ra
mp_sta
tus
Uac_ra
mp_sto
p
Vdc_ra
mp_sto
p
Vdc_ra
mp_sta
tus
CtrlMo
de

The AC voltage reference ramp rate limitation

[0, 80]

order

no

[0 , 320 ]

order

no

[100 ; 10.000]

statu
s

no

The maximal reactive power variation achievable by the
converter station

[kV/
s]
[kV/
s]
[M
W/s
]
[Mv
ar/s]

Ramp Rate For Change Of AC
votlage
Ramp Rate For Change Of DC
Voltage
Maximum Ramp Rate For
Change Of Active Power

CFPC

QVRmp
Rte
DCVolR
mpRte
PRmpRt
eMax

APC

[100 ; 10.000]

statu
s

no

Maximum Ramp Rate For
Change Of Reactive Power

CFPC

QRmpRt
eMax

MV

The maximal AC voltage variation achievable by the
converter station

[kV/
s]

[0, 80]

statu
s

no

Maximum Ramp Rate For
Change Of AC votlage

CFPC

QVRmp
RteMax

MV

The maximal DC voltage variation achievable by the
converter station

[kV/
s]

[0 , 640]

statu
s

no

Maximum Ramp Rate For
Change Of DC Voltage

CFPC

MV

order

no

Stop ramping the active power
reference value

CFPC

DCVolR
mpRte
Max
PStopR
mpRte

Freeze the change of active power reference at the actual
value.

[]

0: ramp activated
1: reference frozen

Freeze the change of reactive power reference at the actual
value.

[]

0: ramp activated
1: reference frozen

order

no

Stop ramping the reactive
power reference value

CFPC

QStopR
mpRte

SPC

Status of the qac_ramp

[]

0: ramp is ended
1: ramp is ongoing
2: ramp is stop in the middle
0: ramp activated
1: reference frozen

statu
s

no

status of the active power ramp

CFPC

PRmpSt

ENS

Freeze the change of AC voltage reference at the actual
value.

[]

order

no

Stop ramping the reactive
power reference value

CFPC

QStopR
mpRte

SPC

Freeze the change of DC voltage reference at the actual
value.

[]

0: ramp activated
1: reference frozen

order

no

Stop ramping the DC voltage
reference value

CFPC

SPC

Status of the Vdc_ramp

[]

statu
s

no

status of the DC voltage ramp

CFPC

Main control mode setpoint:

[]

order

no

Enable Islanded Operation

GFUN
CFPC

IsEna

SPC

Control mode status

[]

0: ramp is ended
1: ramp is ongoing
2: ramp is stop in the middle
1: Pmode and Qmode control
mode
2: Voltage and frequency control
mode
0: not defined
1: Pmode and Qmode control
mode
2: Voltage and frequency control
mode

DCVolSt
opRmpR
te
VdcRmp
St

CtrlMo
de_stat
us

statu
s

IEC618
50-9014

Islanded Operation Active

CFPC

IsOp

SPS

The DC voltage reference ramp rate limitation
The maximal active power variation achievable by the
converter station
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Qmode

Reactive power control mode setpoint (if CtrlMode==1):

[]

1: Fixed reactive power control
mode
2: AC voltage control mode

order

IEC618
50-9014

Pmode

Active power control mode setpoint (if CtrlMode==1):

[]

1: Fixed active power control mode
2: DC voltage control mode
3: Power-voltage droop control
mode

order

IEC618
50-9014

Qmode
Chg
Pmode
Chg
RTE

The converter station allows the change of Qmode:

[]

The converter station allows the change of Pmode:

[]
[]

statu
s
statu
s
order

charge_
okAC

Request To Energize: request sent by the master control to
know if the converter station can be energized
Ready For Energization: signal sent by the converter station
when it is ready for energization.
The converter station must start to charge itself and its
auxiliaries from the AC side

charge_
okDC

The converter station must start to charge itself and its
auxiliaries from the DC side

[]

RFC

Ready For Coupling: signal sent by the converter station
when it is ready to be coupled with the AC or DC side

[]

RFO

Ready for operation: signal sent by the converter station
when it is ready to start controlling the converter station
for normal
Order to allow the converter station to be connected on AC
and DC sides

[]

0: Inhibit
1: Activated
0: Inhibit
1: Activated
0: none
1: request to energize
0: none
1: ready to be energized
0: none
1: order to be energized from the
AC side
0: none
1: order to be energized from the
DC side
0: none
1: ready to be coupled on both
sides
0: none
1: ready to start normal control

[]

The converter station must start operating the station in
the asked control mode
The converter station must start shutting down

[]

RFE

couplin
g_ok
Start_T
rans
shutdo
wn_ok

[]
[]

[]

CFPC

ModQ

ENC

CFPC

ModP

ENC

no

Control Principle Reactive Power
1: Inactive
2: Q-V_Operation
3: Q_Fixed
4: Q_Band
5: Phi_Fixed
6: FlickerCtl
Control Principle Active Power
1: Inactive
2: P-f_Operation
3: P-V_Operation
4: P-DCVol_Operation
5: P_Fixed
6: f_Coupled
7: Amp_Fixed
8: fixed DC voltage control
,

CFPC

SPS

no

,

CFPC

no

,

ASEQ

EnaMod
Q
EnaMod
P
RTE

statu
s
order

no

,

ASEQ

RFE

SPS

no

,

ASEQ

ChaAC

SPC

order

no

,

ASEQ

ChaDC

SPC

statu
s

no

,

ASEQ

RFC

SPS

statu
s

no

,

ASEQ

RFO

SPS

0: none
1: order to connect on both side

order

no

ASEQ

coupling
_ok

SPC

0: none
1: order to start controlling
0: none
1: order to shutdown the station

order

no

ASEQ

StartCtrl

SPC

order

no

allow the converter station to be
connected from both AC and DC
sides
Enable the converter station to
start controlling powers
Unlike: Quick or Emergency
Shutdown

ASEQ

Stop

SPC
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BlackSt
art_star
t
Uac_m
eas

order to start to energize the AC bus bar

[]

0: none
1: order to energize the AC bus bar

order

no

,

ASEQ

BlackSta
rt

SPC

positive voltage measured by the converter station at the
PCC-AC

[kV]

[0; 1000]

meas
ure

IEC618
50-7-4

MSQI
/MM
XU

SeqV/Av
PPVPhs

SEQ
/M
V

Vdc_m
eas
Vdc_n_
meas
Vdc_p_
meas
Idc_me
as
Pac_me
as

Pole to pole DC voltage at the PCC-DC

[kV]

[0; 1000]
[0; 1000]

[kV]

[0; 1000]

Positive / negative pole to ground DC voltage at the PCC-DC

[A]

[-2000; 2000]

VolNgG
nd
VolPsGn
d
Amp

MV

Positive / negative pole to ground DC voltage at the PCC-DC

Active power measured by the converter station at the
PCC-AC (information sent to other converter stations or
master control)
Reactive power measured by the converter station at the
PCC-AC (information sent to other converter stations or
master control)
Active power measured by the converter station at the
PCC-DC (information sent to other converter stations or
master control)

[M
W]

[-2000; 2000]

MMD
C
MMD
C
MMD
C
MMD
C
MMX
U

MV

[kV]

IEC618
50-7-4
IEC618
50-7-4
IEC618
50-7-4
IEC618
50-7-4
IEC618
50-7-4

Vol

Positive / negative pole to ground DC voltage at the PCC-DC

meas
ure
meas
ure
meas
ure
meas
ure
meas
ure

Positive, negative and zero
sequence voltage
Arithmetic average of the
magnitude of phase to phase
voltage of the
3 phases.
Average(PPVa, PPVb, PPVc)
Voltage (DC voltage) between
poles
Voltage between negative pole
and earth
Voltage between positive pole
and earth
Current (DC current)

TotW

MV

[Mv
ar]

[-2000; 2000]

meas
ure

IEC618
50-7-4

Total reactive power (total Q)

MMX
U

TotVar

MV

[M
W]

[-2000; 2000]

meas
ure

IEC618
50-7-4

Power

MMD
C

Watt

MV

Qac_m
eas
Pdc_me
as

Total active power (total P)
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7 Appendix C: The DEMO #2 HIL setup
7.1 Description of set-up
7.1.1 Principle of Hardware In the Loop
DEMO#2 is based on Hardware In the Loop (HIL) principle, where the electrical part of the
system is simulated on a real time simulator while the control and protection cubicle are similar
to those which are used for commercial projects. The comparison between on field VSC-HVDC
system and HIL concept considered in Best paths DEMO#2 is presented in Figure 30. On top,
the control and protection (C&P) cubicles send firing pulses to the sub-modules and circuit
breaker orders while receiving equipment status indication as well as voltage and current
measurements from the physical sensors located in the converter station. On the bottom part
of Figure 30, the control and protection replicas send orders and receive similar measurement,
but this time the signals are sent to and received from a computer which emulates high voltage
electrical equipment including the converter station, the aggregated AC grid and DC cables. To
react as a real physical system the computer must receive information and send orders in real
time through dedicated input and output (I/O) interface board. However, running and HVDC
station model in real time with good accuracy, such as all the sub-modules represented, is
challenging because the faster the electrical system behaves, the smaller the time step is.

Figure 30: Comparison of on-site (top) vs. HIL (bottom) set-ups
This principle is well known by VSC-HVDC manufacturers which use it as a step before onsite
tests, to assess the proper operation of the complete C&P system as well as its fine tuning.
During this stage, also called factory system tests, many tests are performed to ensure the
HVDC system behaves properly for several network conditions and when it is subject to more
or less severe external events. This set-up enables manufacturers to tests the C&P cubicle
behaviour without risking to break HV equipment if something goes wrong, as well as tests it
for several network conditions and situations which are not possible to reproduce because it
would disturb the transmission grid or even endanger it. Once the C&P cubicles are duly tested,
they are shipped and then connected onsite to the HV equipment and finally, the commissioning
stage can start.
The factory system tests reflect the reality provided that the HV equipment are correctly
modelled. This is challenging for VSC-HVDC due to the number of power electronics
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components (e.g. IGBTs/diodes), the non-linearity of some equipment, the speed of state
changes and the real time constraint. Therefore special attention has to be put on the HVDC
converter model as well as the electrical equipment in the vicinity of the station.
Once the HVDC system is in operation, it is no longer possible to performed new tests except
using offline model. However, offline models are difficult to maintain along the product life cycle
and include some simplifications in the C&P part to speed up the simulations. Thus, some HVDC
suppliers and TSO use C&P replica to perform studies, such as post fault analysis or software
update test, with accurate representation of the C&P behaviour. Unlike onsite C&P cubicles,
replicas used to performed study can be slightly simplified, by taking out some parts which will
not impact the behaviour of the C&P, such as the redundancy. But in spite of those minor
simplifications, replica use the same hardware for most of the controllers, to upload the same
generated files as onsite, so the same code is executed.

7.1.2 ABB set-up for DEMO#2
For Best Paths DEMO#2, ABB has delivered 4 industrial C&P cubicles which correspond to its
new C&P generation (MACH3). Figure 31 shows a picture the cubicles installed in the laboratory
as well as the real time simulator. The ABB cubicles include:
 PCP – Pole Control and Protection:
o High level controls,
o Converter protection (harmonics, balancing, Umax, Imax)
 SCM – Station Control and Monitoring:
o
o
o
o

Operator workstation (OWS),
Engineering network server (ENS),
Antivirus server, Firewall,
GPS, TFR, debugging tools, compilers

 MCP – Multiterminal Control and Protection:
o Control for 12 Hybrid HVDC Breakers,
o DC grid line protections
o DC voltage choppers
 SI – Simulator Interface:
o Virtual I/O interface,
o Valve control interface (firing pulses), including valve control algorithm
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Figure 31: Two ABB cubicle (left) and the real time simulator cubicle (right)
This C&P replica is for one single station. It is similar to a C&P cubicles for an operational project
without controller redundancy while the valve and interface controllers are different for the
connection with the real time simulator. The set-up communication between hardware
equipment is presented in Figure 33.
The real time simulator is split in two: one industrial computer (OP5030) and one FPGA board
(OP5607). The computer simulates the standard devices of the HVDC converter station and the
electrical network, such as transformer while the FPGA board which is running at a smaller time
step is emulating each converter arms with accurate representation of the valve levels. The
OP5030 simulator receives the voltage sum of blocked and on-state cells while it provides the
arm current to the FPGA; this communication is achieved through the PCI express bus of the
computer. In an operational project, the Valve Control Unit (VCU) exchanges with each cell
through dedicated optical fibre and receives extra information (such as the temperature) which
are not relevant for the functional aspect. Due to I/O constraint on the simulator and for the
sake of simplicity, it is not possible to have similar arrangement with the real time simulator
so the VCU hardware has been changed. However, the real algorithms for cell selection, cell
balancing as well as the cell over/under voltage and overcurrent protection have been
implemented in a FPGA development board referred to as VCU emulator (VC709). In this
replica, two VC709 boards have been used, one for the upper arms and one for the lower arms.
The MMC arm model on dedicated FPGA board (VC707) developed by Opal-RT has also been
adapted with additional AURORA protocol specifically tailored for establish communication with
ABB’s VCU emulator, it receives cell orders and sends arm currents and individual cell voltages.
In commercial project one or several PS935 boards are used as interface between sensors
(voltage and current measurements), actuators (tap changer orders, breaker orders) and the
C&P cubicles, while in HIL the PS935 interface is adapted to connect the RT simulator. Unlike
standard I/O which uses analogue signals (0/10V for digital signal and ±16V for analogue), the
PS935 uses digital I/Os which makes the system very compact and flexible, without needs of
ADC and DAC in the simulator and in C&P cubicle.
The pole control and protection (MACH 3 generation) is based on association of PS700 and
PS935. The PS700 is a windows platform used for high level controls, reference computation
including ramps, management of control modes and some high level controller with slow
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dynamics such as the PV droop control while the PS935 corresponds to the signal processing
and faster controllers such as current control. There are two sets of PS700/PS935: one for the
control of the VSC station and another for the protection.
The others equipment located in the SCM are essential for the operation of the converter
station. The GPS is used to synchronise all controllers and prevent any time deviation. The ENS
is used as software development platform, called Hidraw, to either develop, debug, store the
code running on the controllers. At each event, TFR files are stored in a hard disk drive for
future analysis. The TFR files can be viewed directly on the ENS or uploaded on an USB drive
connected to the Anti Virus System (AVS). Finally, the Operator WorkStation (OWS) is used for
the HMI (see screenshot in Figure 32) of the converter station to enable the user to operate
the converter station and observe the different status and values.
Two other computers are connected to the same local network to remotely access to the
different controller hardware located in the cubicles. Finally, another computer is used to
operate Hypersim on the RT simulator.

Figure 32: HMI to operate the ABB’s converter station
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Figure 33: Set-up arrangement for the ABB converter station
The C&P algorithms implemented in the controllers correspond to the ABB HVDC light base
solution, which benefits from the supplier’s past experience from previously delivered projects.
The control and protection were adapted to meet the Best Paths DEMO#2 specifications
(DEMO#2 partners, 2017).
The real time VSC-HVDC model has been developed on Hypersim by RTE according to the single
line diagram and equipment data provided by ABB. Note the surge arresters on the DC
terminals with a threshold value of 1.8 pu and DC. Figure 34 shows the ABB station topology
implemented in Hypersim with, from left to right:








AC point of common coupling (PCC-AC)
The PCC-AC bus voltage sensor
The main breaker with current sensors
The pre-insertion resistor in parallel with its by-pass breaker
The AC harmonic filter with a series breaker for its connection
The converter grid side voltage sensors
The interface transformer with tap changer with included current sensors. The neutral is connected to a
surge arrester. The voltage threshold is set to 107kV (135kV corresponding to 500A)
 The converter bus voltage sensors
 The converter hall model which corresponds to a 38 submodules per arm including arm reactor
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The DC pre-insertion disconnectors with their by-pass breaker
Smoothing reactors
Capacitor filter
DC voltage sensor
DC surge arresters
Main DC disconnectors
DC point of common coupling (PCC-DC)

Figure 34: ABB station - Hypersim model
The industrial system provided by ABB also includes a transient fault recorder (TFR) which
stores events as Comtrade files. It includes many internal variables which can help to analyse
various events. There are 5 TFRs:
 The swing recorder which records long term periods (10 min); it consists of RMS and highly filtered values
from MC1.
 The CFC TFR, which records events from MC1 during 1500ms.
 The TFR, which records events from MC2 during 1500ms.
 The valve TFR for submodule voltages, arm currents
 The inspec TFR which is used to debug: some internal variables of the code can be watched while they are
not assigned to a TFR channel. There is no need to compile the code to watch a new variable available in
Hidraw.
These files can be analysed by an embedded ABB software called TS plot.

Figure 35: Example of TFR results with TS Plot

7.1.3 Comparison between the ABB offline model and the HIL system
ABB has adapted their base solution to meet the specifications of Best Paths. The same topology
as well as the same C&P has been considered for the offline model and HIL. The development
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software used to generate the C&P code running on the replica controllers is the same as the
one used to generate the DLL for EMTP-RV. This explain the good matching. A huge effort was
put to make the two systems as close as possible to a real one. For Best Paths, thanks to this
approach, the conclusions obtained in the offline stage (WP4) are still valid for the real-time
stage.

7.1.4 HVDC link replica owned by RTE
In order to investigate interoperability with more than one set of control cubicles, RTE has
offered to connect the ABB station to replica of an existing HVDC VSC link that it uses from a
real project. In spite of the fact that the name of the corresponding manufacturer and project
are not mentioned on purpose, the corresponding cubicles are not delivered by ABB obviously.
Previous internal studies performed by RTE since the commissioning of the link have
demonstrated its performance compared to field measurement. It should be noted that the
HVDC links owned by RTE does not include multi-terminal function such as droop control or
specific coordination. Hence multi-terminal tests are limited.

7.1.5 Hypersim MMC generic model
The HYPERSIM generic model was initially developed in order to test the DC grid topologies
meanwhile the manufacturers provide their own and also to test the master control functions
in advances. In practice, this generic model was adapted to ABB HVDC station topologies and
controlled by generic controller directly embedded in Hypersim to validate the HV equipment
modelling and real time performances. This Hypersim model was provided to ABB to replace
the generic control by their control cubicles.
The generic model is equivalent to the EMTP-RV generic model available in the library with
slight adaptation to comply with the DEMO2 functional specifications. The HV equipment are
modelled using native element directly available in the Hypersim library while the generic
control was developed in Simulink and imported as C code function (User Code Model). The
generic control implemented in the Hypersim is CCSCdq control (“Non Energy based”). Unlike
the ABB MMC model, the valve model is CPU based considering that all sub modules voltages
are balanced.
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Figure 36: Hypersim generic MMC

Since this generic model was developed to test the master control, its control has the same
signals interface with the master controller as defined in the functional specification. A
screenshot is presented in Figure 41.

Figure 37: Emulated master control

7.1.6 Hypersim wind farm generic model
Similarly as the MMC generic model a wind farm model was developed in Hypersim to test wind
farm connection with HVDC like offshore wind farm as shown in Figure 38. It corresponds to
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an aggregated wind farm model. The wind turbine are of type 4, i.e. connected through a full
converter. On this model only the grid side converter was modelled, turbines, generator,
generator side converter are simplified as current injector. The model include a DC chopper to
absorb the extra energy during AC fault.

Figure 38: Aggregated wind farm model in Hypersim
This model was tested with rather low short circuit level (SCL=2) and subject to 3 phase faults
as shown in Figure 39.

Figure 39: 3-phase fault at wind farm bus

7.1.7 Hypersim DC grid modelling
DC cables and DC overhead lines are represented by frequency dependent cable models to get
accurate results, they were modelled from their electrical and geometrical data. The same
parameters as for the offline simulations are considered. Regarding the AC grid, they are
represented by Thevenin equivalent, where it is possible to change the short circuit ratio, the
frequency and the voltage level. All used topologies are described in the next section. Once the
topology were built up, they were duly tested, to be sure there is no overrun and the results
are correct.
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7.2 DC grid topology description
7.2.1 General
The topologies used in Best paths DEMO#2 WP9 have been chosen first according to the actual
configuration of the HVDC link owned by RTE in order to avoid any malfunction due to the
different environment such as different cable or overhead line. Secondly, the cable and OHL
used in the WP4 are also considered. Finally, the topologies are selected to represent the most
likely topologies in the near feature.
The next sections describe the most relevant topologies. It should be highlighted that a few
additional ones were tested, but not reported in this deliverable as they provide little additional
information. As a consequence, the numbering of the above-mentioned topologies is not
regular.

7.2.2 Topology #1: extension to 3 terminals
Topology #1 consists of the RTE HVDC link a third station which is the ABB station as an
extension. All converters are connected to independent 400 kV AC grids (Thevenin equivalent)
with variables SCC. The DC cable ratings are: 70km – ±320kV – 1000 MW, which correspond
to the existing link. The ABB station is connected through a 40km overhead line which was
used in WP4 (for EMTP simulations).

Figure 40: Topology#1: 3-terminal topology corresponding to extension

7.2.3 Topology #2: point to point HVDC link
Topology #2 consists of 2 converter stations connected to independent 400 kV AC grid
(Thevenin equivalent) with variables SCC. The DC cable ratings are: 70km – 320kV – 1000 MW.
The LLO converter station was replaced by the ABB converter station. The communication
between the RTE stations was shut down in order to operate the BAI station as if the second
RTE station (LLO) was connected.
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Figure 41: Topology#2: Point to point link

7.2.4 Topology #3: tap connection of 3rd terminal
Topology #3 consists in the RTE HVDC link with a tap connection using the ABB station. The
three stations are connected to independent 400 kV AC grid (Thevenin equivalent) with
variables SCC. The DC cable is 70km, split in two parts of 35 km.

Figure 42: Topology #3: Tap connection

7.2.5 Topology #6: tap with wind farm connection
Topology #6 is similar as topology #3 except that the ABB converter station is connected to a
wind farm instead of the AC grid. The wind farm consists of an aggregated model of wind
turbines. It is a 1000 MW generic model running in real time. The AC bus of the wind farm is
225 kV therefore a transformer is added between the converter station and the wind farm to
adjust the voltage.

Figure 43: Topology #6: Tap connection with a wind farm
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